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FOREWORD

. The Southeastern Community College Leadership Program
sponsored jointly by The Florida State University and The'
University of Florida takes pride in 'the fact'16 consecu-
tive annual workshops have been sponsored for professionals
and policyMakers of the two-year institutions throughout ,
the Southeastern region of the United States. An effort
is made each year to identify an' emerging or immediate &o-
blem area toward whichto direct the workshop. Testimony
to the timeliness and relevance of this year's. workshop
topic on rural community colleges can be seen in.the fact
that the original quota of participants was increased due
to the number of telephone calls and letters requesting
special consideration for attendance in spite pf the
ceiling. 4 Dr., James L. Wattenbarger, Director of the Insti-
tute of Higher Education at The University of Florida, and
I agreed to't'e- establish the limit-to correspond with the
maximum number that could be accommodated at the-confer-
ence center. A cursory review of the list of participants
at the end.of this proceedings report will enable the
readerto see the increased number of participants' and the
many states represented.

The SOutheastern Community College Leadership Program
originally was established as a result of a grant from the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation. For the past six years, the
annual workshop has been financially self-sustaining.
Nevertheless, we gratefully acknowledge the W..K. Kello
Foundation for making the SCCLP possible and then suppor
it for more than a,decade.

.

We wish to thank the iesource people who seryed our
16th nual Workshop so well. We also wish to.express deep
appreciatio o the small group discussion leaders for an,
excellent job nd prompt reporting of group discussion. M
are grateful t the doctoral students at The Florida State
University and The University'of Florida who Were helpful
during the planning and conduct of the workshop as'wel(1 as
Mrs. Mary Alva Hornsby and Mr's. Phyllis SteipmetZ whose
secretarial services made the program and this report possible.

g
ting

The Florida State University and The University Of
Florida SCCLP directors have committed theMselves to con-
tinuing attention to the problems and 'opportunities con-
fronting rural community colleges. Pre-servide and in-service
training emphases as well as action_researCh cah be antici-
pated over the next'several years. InstitUtions interested
in participating in thib- effort or wishing services should
communicate directly with Jim Wattenbarger or me.

Louis W. Bender':
FSU SCCLP Director'

iii



SOUTHEASTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
(Sponsored Jointly By The Florida State

University and The University of Florida)

16th Annual Workshop'
March 12-14, 1975

Ramada Inn
.Tallahassee, Florida

"New Responses. to New Problems
Facing the Rural Community College"

Wednesday, March 12

11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Registration Lobby
,

1:00 p.m. Welcome and Introduction
Kings Banquet Room.

Presiding:- V. Loui2 (U. Benda
DiAectolt and P4olieszon Highen Education

The Holada Statt Univeuity

1:15 p.m. Goals of Workshop,

.,1k. F. Cna,ig Johnzon
Pro6 ebb on o 6 Education

The Ho/.11a State tinivemity

New Pfoblems Confronting, Rural
Instiputions

Speaker: Dn. Herbert E. 'Phati.p4
Puzident, Lake City Community Cott.ege

Lake City, Ftonida A

2:30 p.m.
a,

Coffee Break

2:45 p.m. Strategies for Providing
Community Services

Speaker: pt. Lalfty J. (Make
Pte&ident, FAdza Valley Community Cottege
Abbott:604d, gliitaitTotumbia, Canada

3:45 p.m- Staff 15evelopmept for the Rural

College

1:30 p.m.

,

Speaker: ik. Wiliam R. Richaddon ,
Vice Pneaident 'bon Rearming S Deve-eoptilent ...

CVLekeis Communi-ty College

Wietzabono, Noqh Carolina

4:45 p.m. Adjournment
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6:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

R

Thursday, March 13

9:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

10:45 a.m.

12:00 noon

1:15 p.m.

2:1§ p.m.

0

Hospitality Hour Suite 288

Banquet - Kings Banquet Room

Presiding: -Dn. JaMe,6 L. Wattenbatget
Iliteetbt, In.6ti-tate oi Wighet EdUcation
The Univemity o S Etotida

Presiding: DA.. Mawlice Litton
Pkoie44o4 o4 ffighet Education
The Ftonida S.tatepnivetzity

Topic: "Reitectionz and Ptoje B one

Opening Remarks
Presiding: Dill.

Identification
Work Groups

Kings Ban
Loui4.W. Bend

uet RooM

and A'ssignm1 nt of

Joyce A. Ctampitt, Doctonat. S
The Ftaida State Univeuity

Innovative Approaches to
Programs'

Speaker: DA.. Angeto GULL,
Head, Department os Vocatio
PenuyevaniaState Unit/m.4a
Univeiufrity PaitkPenn6ytva

Coffee Break

ccupational

SA.
Education

Utilization of Forgott n ResourCes
for the Rural College

Speaker: DA.. RobeAtS kee,igen
Executive DiAettoit., Neb lza State Board
lion,Techn,f.cat 6 Commu Cof.tege6
Li.ncoa, Nebnu.sIza

Lunch

Somd Practical
Considerations
at the Rural'C

Speaker: Vt.

Pteaident, Mod
Big Stone %Gap,

Coffee Brea

6

nd Philosophical
or,Utilizje5 Faculty

mmuhity College

eokge B. Vaughano

'n Empike Community Calege
tkginia

1



2:30 p.m..

'3:30 p.m.

c

4:15 p.m.

5:00,p.m.

FridaY,'March 14

9:00 a.m.

10:15 a.m.

10:30 a.m.
6

li:00 noon

1:15 p.m-t

2:00 p.m.

Work Sessi - ASsigned Meeting .

Rooms

Extending Funding Bases for the
Rural College: Kings Banquet Room

Panel: Pc. James L. WattenbangeA
"State Rescnacm°

Dn. BonnyTnanke
` DitectOn, Divi6ion o4 Devetopment
South Canotina State Boated )on.
Technicat 6 Compkehen6ive Education
Cotumbia, South Cakotina

"Zedekat Re6ocukcee

Dn. Loui..6 W. Benda
"Atteknative Sounce4"

Work Session II - Assigned Meeting:1
Rooms 'a

Adjournment

ZICI, I

,r4

Oper4AgRem4Tks:' Kings Banquet Room
Presiding: ;14.'Jam6 L. Wattenbair.geA

Techniques for Fostering Change

Speaker: At. Jaw Davio
Fermin Catew

Fumm, ViAginia

Coffee Break

Work Session Assigned Meeting
Rooms

Lunch

Curriculum Reform in Rural Colleges

Speaker: pt. Manion Meg
Associate Pno4 1.60h 06 H.ighet Education

The FtgAida Sta e Univeuity

Work Session Reports an'd Evaluation

3:00 p.m. Adjournment

'
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"GOALS OF WORKSHOP"

by

Dr. F. Craig Johnson

Professor of Educe-hob

The Florida State University

Tallahassee, Florida
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THE GOALS OF THE WORKSHC1p4

In order to outline the goals of this conference, it
Ais necessary firstto ask what ,self-objectives or goals
the people attending have' and some of you probably wonder
what goals we sponsor's have. I would expect you partici-
pants want an opportunity to hear from people who, are
qualified to address the specific probieMs of the rural
community college. From.this. you shOuld get an inventory
of problems and solutions to consider.- You also seek an
opportunity to meet people and to share ideas with them.

When you get home and are asked, "Was t'a good
meeting?," we hope you will say; "It was, planned to give .

1. up-to-date, significant informatiop .yout the unique role
of rural community colleges. Iwas interested in the prob-
lems as they were presented since they dealt with 'signifi-
'cant issues. I was able to contribute some to the thinking
of others. I met some people,I wish to remain in contact
Avith."

By the end of this conference, we, the staff hope to
have answers,to these questions, "What ideas presented,
here sh(5111 be given a wider' audience? Which should-be.--'
included in the proceedings? Should additional exchange'
of views on this topic be considered?"

There are five problem areas each of us should Address
including: Where are we? Where we should be? What blocks
our getting to where we. should be? How do .we remove those
blocks? and What can we db about it?

We have sought to bring resource people who are not
only successful rural community college practictioners but
also inclined to question why? Why is it so? Why not try
new approaches? and Why shouldn't problems be viewed as
opportunities? In these net several days, it is our hope
thatvpportunitie*s of the rural community college will
result in concrete ideas and commitment for action be the
many leaders here in attendance. Thank you.

3
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"NEW PROBLEMS dONFRON PING RURAL INSTITUTIONS"
by .9

Dr. Herbert E. Phillips

President

Lake City Community College
Lake City, Florida
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NEW PROBLEMS CONFRONTING RURAL INSTITUTIONS

4-

. .

I'm aware,that I.should Say something funny. to begin
. this talk. Bdt there is very little funny about this
subject. So I'll start of by giving the title a'little

11clarification. Let's defr ,a fewtterms. NEW there
is nothing new under the sun. Some of the situations
have been present for a long time. PROBLEMS -- at our
place we prefer'to call these "opporttnitiesa."It dOe8
seem, though, that a person has more opporLinitiesthese
days! CONFRONTING -- .opposing defiantly. RURAL -7- What
is "rural ?" To all the other towns.in our district, Lakes.
City is urban, up town, the big city. To many.of,you,
our area is really "the sticks." To tell the'truth, there
are parts of our 5-county area,where only Indians hare set
foot, where the owls cross breed with the chickens, and
the sunshine ispumped in. ,I might say "rural" is more .

attitude than size.

I'll start off bymentioning_some of the big problcms%
I hope that we can-devise or share some, solutiOns. Some°
of these are discussed.here. `f

ti

4

l: One problem relates to the squeeze of reduced
funds from inflation and recession on the one
hdnd and increased'enfollments on the other.
The National Center for Education Statistics
reveals that enrollments have increased nation-
Wide for the second straight year. Overall,
this increase is-5.5% this year, and the increase
is 6.3,for'public institutions. It seems that
unemployment causes people to be diisatisfied
with their Old trades and want to change Or to
give themselves a wider range of options. In
times like these, if a person can't get ajob,
he goes to school. When the universities increase'

. their tuition, a worse press is on the community
colleges where tuition is usually lower. Another
related but smaller problem,is that tuitions are
going up while the student's buying power is
taping 'down.

2, A second-problem arises from the nation-wide
emphasis on experiential education, be it co-op,
community services for credit, S.I.E., on-the-
job training, or whatever you call it Despite

7
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Dewey's dem4e,, most of 'us arbelieversu .One
can learn better by doing, but look at a few of
of-the prohleins:

a. In rural areas, the number of proper-and
addguate experiencet or of agencies which
canprovide 2 er experiences, are,limitee,:
if indeed th y exist at all.

b. We must go outside our dst ct to secure
groper experiences. The F sts then-becom
greater, for the student,ad for'.the college
which furnishes coordination lnd-;supervision
Furthermore,.having:the jobs oiltside the
area contributes ,to tRe ouf,migi'ation of
students, which is bad.enough already, his
out migration is in .itself, another dilFmm
Shall we train students for good jobs out:
side the 7rda and lose them or train thee t for
lesser .paying j;obg tnd keep them? (

t.

3. Stiil'another problem is the general lank of
which still exist-as to the goal

and missions of aecommuniey college.
, Thee swing,

all over the country is to make our Colleges
community-based. Indeed, 'I Night say that' there
may be some institutions represented here who
give only lip Service to "community" end to "com-

p-munity service."
4 N

The rations ization-is given'that if we try to be
all things tO.all people, we' may become nothing
to all peoPle. That is bull: Ole of, the problems
that We rural institutions have is-that we are the
only agency which hang. the expertise and the desire
to da the many.4beded ant worthwhile things that
could be done by one of many agencies'in a ciy,
We fe just about the only satirce of help the
small towns and cities have.

Max King, Brevard'ptesident, said, "This one
function, service to the community, is what the
dgmmunity college purpose-is all abodt.." Dr.'
Ben Wygal of Florida Junior 'College at Jacksbnville
has stated, "A tremendous challenge is before use
in cooperation and coordination with Other insti-
tutions to provide educational and human resources
that dte truly community- based."

If it is a problem to Jacksonville, consider these
mifications:

a. The identification of appropriate experiences

8
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so that credit can be given for,commuhit'y
services.

b The dearth of available part-time teachers,
especially in occupational subjects, and
other resource people,

c. The lack of participants in any activity,
just-from the-small population base or the
distance involved..

d. The absence of appropriate available commun-
ity resources.

e. The lack of money for a large portion of:t.he
population to palP,for education,, cultural
activities, other services offered by com-
munity colleges but not fundable from state
funds.

a 7'

f. The necessity to provide cultural, avocational,
personal enrichment experiences since the
community college is the only source for such
things in a rural college.

g. The use of college facilities is a hig part
of being community based, community oriented.
There is noway to make the college facilities
available without its costing the college over
the short haul as well as the long haul.

4. The renewed push on affirmative action, while ,

commendable and desirable, presents problems
unique to the rural,areas. Minority.groups are
not likely tol0e--present in the state ratios,
thereby makinf quc*s inappropriate. The college
represents the' best jobs in the areas so few
people move, resulting in few openings. Minority
rade. members from outside are not rushing to move
in while the local minority-race members-have
been more adversely affected by the old sdparate
school policy than citizens of largerbities,and
districts. No significant pools exist for-
minority races or women as a result.

5 We have some problems because- of thd nature of
the area and the people we serve. Where Lake
City Community College is located, prevailing
attitudes give us. some concerns. The school is
a center of rural life. This is a "plus."' On
the other hand, parental occupations and their
educational aspirations and attainment levels are
generally low. Consequently, there is a failure'

9
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to aPpeciate the -value of an education. It 'is,
difficult for parents with less-than high school
education (or even limited to high school educa-
tion) to,approixiately advise their' children and
to provide them .with the modelS that many of'us
had in our growing up. In rural areas;-values;
are much more conservative than we'find in the....
metropolitan areas. With these factors in mind,
there is generally an under-investment in edu-
tion.

-

At Nyou-2robably have a problem in attract-
ing some faculty members to live in rural areas. /
Some of ours have never been ,able to leave the
bright lights of Gainesville to come live in Lake
City. At any rate,-adequate housing is difficult.,
Taking university,courses is quite difficult for
them too.

For those faculty members who do come and live
here --,well, their political viewpoints and life
styles sometimes differ sharply with those of
local leade'rs. I think that we can provide a.
healthy counterbalance to some raw forms of
provincialism, but I'm afraid that some presidents
of rural'institutions have an attitudinal aversion
to any risk. Too many of us are too comfortabele
and do not want our boat rocked in any way, shape,
or form. There is a high proportion of small ,
schools with rather narrow programs and unsophis-
_ticated students within the di'strict. Our com-
munities do not attract the kinds of industry
to'cause job creation and job growth. The cul-

-.4 tural lag and the provincialism of rural areas
are sometimes a big--problem.-:

Students experience_ trouble in entering into and
subsequently advancing in higher level jobs. A
lack of car:4er information around the communities
opuses a-significant amount of o6eupational im-.

- mobility. This means that the career choices_
that are made-tend to be beneath the abilities of
our people.' Low career:and educational aspira-
tions.tend to result in high dropout rates from
the public schoolS, and, in-turn, from college.
-.n- -fact, there is actually a relatively low col-

- lege attendance rate from within the population.

6. :'Rural " -also connotes - "distance." Indeed:trans-
portation to college, to jobs, and on field tripS .

is .a factp,toI time and expense. Dt also affects
the_sche651eof 'classes..

10
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"Rural" also makesjitiS'ibility of the students, the
staff,' the activitiesand the campus-more,diffi
cult. For insta"nce"s athletic and other-college'
events have a difficult time in drawing crowds.

Another example is theneed to take the tetsCher
to night Classes in outlying areas which-deprives
those students of the use of campus---faoiIities,
'especially the library., The coneg-is_indeed on
the horns of a dilemma -- dormsonOne hand or long
distance commuting-on the other. Arthur Chickering
makes a very strong case .against commuters - -- and

ral cammunity colleq students have more time-in
trans# than-any,dthers. _ Transportation is arways
.a,problem,.7espeCially without,maSS transit or other
publt=tfansportation.

Another illustration of the-difficuIty Of distance
is-the_need to consider large:Tgebgraphic areas and
thus, to establishnew fofMs of coMMunication. The
use of -media in a highly dispersed area does not'.

. have the same. potential as does the media in a city.
In many cases; you are dealing with weekly news-
papers rather than daily ones or you may be dealing
with populations Which do not use the newspapers
to the same as do urbanpopulations._,What-,
are some of the different delivery systems-that are
necessary to accommodate that need? Increased use
of radio and excellent relationships with nearby
TV stations are both-possibilities.

7. Being rural presents some problems to the-student,
too. Besides the matter of transportation, there
is the matter of jobs. Over 55% of our Students
work and being rural limits the amount of work
available, or at least, readily available. Also,
an undue prdportion need compensatory education,
which is a very high-cost program.

8. Being rural often means lack of political clout
at state and national levels. We really get the
"short-end'of the stick" on federal projects, CETA,
jobless positions, and all the rest. Maybe it is

.because our development offices are smaller' with
less expertise. However, I doubt it.

-

9. The increasing- -emphasis uponibetter planning calls
for _needs assessment, P.P.B.S., M.I.S., and Manage-
ment by ObjectiVet=.----Needs assessment becomes more
difficult when you have many communities, especial-
ly when they are small ones at that. Such an assess-
ment is costlier too- It is tough to service a vast.

axea___77 or even a half-vast areal



10. The move toward individualized and performance-
based instruction -- despite 'what anyone says,
individualized instruction is more expensive in
germs of credit hour produced. TroMcexperience,
P'11/tell yqu that writing .and using behavioral. .

objectives take an expertise that many of us
don't have on our CampUses.. In additiOn,,our
communities and our Colleges haVe attracted
traditionalists. They are the last,:to accept
anything-new. James Rowell says, ,'Accountability
and respOnsibility for 'educational output are
becoming the watchwords. However, a'paradox
exists, for all curriculum planning and innova-_-
tion require great amounts of capital'outlay. As
monies are becoming-increasingly scarce at Local
levels, schools must look to Federd.land_State-.
.aid,vand oftentiMes these restricted funds lead
to uncfdrniity-and "

Just in case I haven't brought up enough problems;.
let's_ assume that,hriq-rural-aiso-means being small. I
believe thiS will.hOld since we have no large, population
centers upon whiC1Cto,dral,..7. _I believe we can further as-
sume that being ruraf-ind-slifdll means you are also inade-

_

Thquately funded. Problems'assiciated with "smallness" are
not new and they have not Changed:

. 1.. We are not ache to have the ecOndMies of size.
You can't pile the- stUdents into the required
subjects. You,Cant<fill up the. electives,
especially art; mud c., and languages. Administra-
tive costs per F:T.ff:-.are larger, for smallcolleges.
On the matter of buildings, smailI jobs get less
competitive bids. '

2. With the small colleges, there is-insufficient
financing to provide a desired number of options
in curriculum offerings. Therefore, we tend to ---

'design transfer programs with many required sub-
jects' and few electives.,

3. Many c liege buildings are deficient in the sizes,'
qualit , and quantity needed, and it is lifficiiit
for us to afford equipment for these facilities:

. \
4. Being small also affects the staff member adversely.

Some people "wear so many hats" that'they can't do
justice to all of them. Desire to present a well-,
rounded program results in teachers having from 7..
3 to 5 preparations, which is hardly conducive to. -.

good teaching or, morale. fais also affects the
staffing pattern,' because one-musth under those .

circumstances, hire a generalist not a specialist.'

12
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Mith all these problems, who wants to be president of

a rural community college? I. do. It is the most satisfying
4. job I know.

1
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"STRATEGIES FOR PROVIDING COMMUNITY SERVICES"

by

Dr. Larry J. Blake
President

Frazer Valley Community College
Abbottsford, British Columbia, Canada
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STRATEGIES FOR PROVIDING COMMUNITY SERVICE

The term, community services, is one of the most
maligned, misunderstood, misused, ill-defined, and over-
worked phrases of .the community college movement. Nearly
every college catalogue has phrases in its Goals and
Objectives statement similar to, "to satisfy the unmet
educational, cultural, recreational, and social needs of
the community." All list a strong commitment to either
adult education, continuing education, lifetime learning,
or similar phrase indicating its scope of programs for the
total adult citizenry of its community. One community
college goes so far as to say that its "programs and
facilities will be so designed such that every adult
citizen of the college community will find a need to set
foot on campus at least once each year; of course, whether
or not they exercise that option is their own choice."

In talking of strategies for providing community
services, I choose to allow those extravagent claims to e

remain before us, not to restrict our purview by attempting
to narrowly define the term. However, it is wise, before
discussing strategies., to take a very careful look at the
community which is to be served.

It is insufficient to say that it is a "lumbering
.town", "retirement town", tourist economy", or some other
generality, rather, we must recognize that each community
is quite complex, with a high degree of heterogeneity. We
should be intimately aware of the ethnic and racial make-up,
economic break down (including both employed and unemployed),
migration patterns, religious preferences, social.end po-

, .litical structure, and history of the total community.

Also, we must recognize the vast majority of individuals
served through community services are non-traditional stu-
dents in post-secondary education. In fact, many, if noi.
most, have had unsatisfactory experiences with education in
the past and may be reluctant to undertake new ones in the
future.

Strategy I Outreach

As one examines the heterogeneiq of his community's
population, one is struck by the number of groups which the
,college is not serving. Perhaps it is the banking commu-
nity for which no American Institute of Banking courses
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have yet to be'offered, the carpentry tradesmen for whom
the college has never offered new methods of construction,
the welfare clientele with their needs of life skills, and
consumer education, or a diverse group of supervisors for'
whom human relations or modern management techniques have
never been offered. The key to outreach'is not to wait
until someone asks for services, but, rather,"to identify
a specific group, identify their leaders, meet with them
and ask them what services the college might provide.

As
"a

result'of this outreach, contact with the populd-
tiOn to be involved, and subsequent design of program, you
may find thdt the locale of the program will not be)a
campus location rather the board room of the company, the
union recreational hall, 'or the social room of the senior
citizens center.

RemeMber,"your adUlt population is less familiar with
the potentiality of the community college than you ate.
Thus, outreach is an absolute essential.

Strategy II - Involvement

One of the major reasons for the failure of community
service programs is the lack of involvement of the target
population. Often someone from the-Women's Guild comes in
and tells you that the welfare population desperately.need
courses in nutrition and consumer economics. So-you put
on the course and no one shows. It is, therefore, necessary
to identify, the target group, met with its leaders and
involve them in the development of the program; otherwise,
no one will show.

Strategy III - Cooperation and Coordination

In the deli.Very of a wide range of community services,
the Concept of "turfmanship" has little or no place. It 1,s
essential to cooperate and coordinate programs with many
othet agencies.;-

One major group are other agencies involved in educa-
tion, recreation,-.and cultural activities. These include
such agencies and organizations as the YMCA, YWCA, Community
Recreation Council, Arts Council, Handicapped Associations,
etc. This type of coordination will not only eliminate
senseless duplication and competitionbut will enhance each
program or activity through cooperative planning, publicity,
.and referral., Generally, there is also a need for multiple
sponsorship of many new innovative programs.

Another crucial area of cooperati& and coordination is
with the myriad of other community counselling agencies,
such as manpower, human services,- welfare, rehabilitation,
corrections, mental health, and juvenile agencies. Many of
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the citizens,of the community for whom community services
are desperately needed are clients-of one or more of these
other agencies.' Quite often, again, the responsibility for
the delivery of community services in these instances is

a shared responsibility, often with shared funding.

Strategy IV Continual Survey and Feedback

Vital to the development and continuation of the sound
community service program is a continual process of survey
of need. I have found general public surveys to be of
'little help except to identify that a certain percent of..-

the population wants courses in art, homemaking, eta. What
I suggest are specifit.surveys geared at,specific popula-
tions and, if possible, using established.mailing lists of
associations, organizations, and agencies.

In this way, one can target in on such specific needs
as the in-service requirements of medicaLrecords secre-
taries, the upgrading needs of welders, or the legal .aid
needs of the poor.' Inasmuch as we are, for the most part,
an oral society, written surveys ar insufficient for
specific segmentS of the population. I this caselthe use
of outreach workers going door to door ar necessary to
develop needs for such groups to get meani gful results as
well as to involve them.

Along with continual survey, continual feedback from
captive audiences is of considerable aAsistance in developing
future programs. Once you have that group of bankers,
carpenters, or unemployed in a program, it is a simple matter
to survey them as to what they would like next. This can be
done at the same time as evaluation of the program being
conducted,

Strategy V Transportable packages

A major area relatively untapped by community colleges
is the concept of transportable packagesof education or
learning. By this,. I mean the development of a'package
(not necessarily an individualized autmated package) of
materials which is needed by more than one'group. A highly
successM1 program in the past has been human relations
package curses which satisfy the needs of many levels of
employees.of many industries. Others include packages of
management! kills, volunteer skills, boardsmanship courses,
and regulatdry compliance packages.

Strategy VI - Lifetime Learning

As a strategy, lifetime learning forces us to look at
a large new spectrum of potential clientele in an entirely
different light. If.one acceptA the fact.that all people
will continue their education in some form throughout their

3q
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lifetime, very likely shopping for educational services as
easily as'they nowishop the supermarket aisles, one recog-
nizes that: the entire adult, population= are poterhi4
clientleyear after year. The span of, courses opened
thereby is, limited only by one's imagination. .Certainly
upgrading and in- service education for the broad spectrum
Of employed 'individuals, leisure time pursuits, awakened
interest in leisure general education, creative activities,

'volunteerism, are but a few of the posSibilities.

The concept of lifetime le4rning also negates our
former feelings that education had to be Undertaken in the
first one-third=of life or it would not be.dopesat all.
This, therefore, encourages the ":upside down curriculum('
where skill and professional training may be.done"in an
intensive early experience' With general education scattered
throughout lifetime at a tiMed.when'ap individual is inter-
ested4in learning about political science, cultural differ-
encesi-tsocial behavior, etc.

4

In tgl. s regard, one of the thing Which_"turns off"
adults (and youth) is the use of staid academic titles for"
general education courses. One possible modifiCation'of
this is to double-name courses. The first title may be
its regular academic title while the second may be an action-
oriented, relevant 'description. Thus, "ntroduction to
Political Science" becomes ulyny_Governreants.Di'ffer", World
History" becomes "Understanding The,Lessons' of Tie Past",
and "Ethics" becomes "Is Man' a Moral Animal".

Finally, lifetime learning forces us to look at the
'later years in life. Pre-retiretheet programs can benefit'
nearly everyone at:that crucial time in their lives. \Also,
a variety of programming for the retired,indiVidual dan
ease his or her adjustment into this abrupt change of life
styles.

Strategy VII - New Ways of Learning

One of the biggest hangups which educators have today
is that they behave as if we live in an information-poor
society when in fact, we, dive in an information-rich society
bombarded on all sides by a vast array of information dburces
Yeti the educator quite often believes that the-only way

-learning takes place is with the printed word Or within the
four walls Of the classroom as it was fifty years ago. One
need only stop a moment and think as to howwe are educated
in today's society: by newspaper, radio and television; by
clubs and organizations; by vacations and travel; by getting
'back to nature through camping, hiking, and recreation; and
in many other ways. If one's imagination can be stretched
a bit, all of these methods of learning can be utilized by
community service institutions.

20
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Probably the single,most important, and most misused,,
of these information sources is television. Television,
particularly cable television, still has the highest poten-
tial for significant improvement in delivery of community
services of any of thd information-rich sources. In order
to properly use this media, one must be aware of the mis-
takes of the past. The key is for personnel to Mcome
"visually literate", to take advantage of the strength of
the media and not to attempt to merely film an old fashioned 0

lecture.'
'c)

The strengths Of the use of cable television are:
delivery of services to the most convenient place for the
client, i.e., living room; ability to target on a relatively
small dispersed population; multiple channels; future uses
of two-way, interactive cable; and low Cost. The idea that
television is low cost may be surprising, howevet, Flathead
Valley.Community College in Northwestern Montana currently
broadcasts twenty to thirty hours per week on a total budget
of less 'than $1'00,000.00. This project is #1,pilct project
for rural community colleges throughout the Onit'ed States.
Ultimately, with-the introduction of two-way, response-
oriented cable, this media will prove to be, the mostIsignif-
icant improvement in the delivery of educational"services,
to come about for some time.

Community Service 1 An Attitude

In the end, however, the delivery of-.communitY.services
is more than just a series of strategies; rat )fer, it is
based upon an attitude of those involved in the process.
This attitude is typified by, but not restricted to: .open-
mindedness, a high tolerance of ambiguity, the reluctance
to say no, a high risk tolerance, a sensitivity to the total
community, and an ability to listen, listen, listen.

4
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT
'FOR-THE*RURAL COMMUNITY- COLLEGE

IntrodUction .

Someday this conference may well be viewed as one's

turning point in the development of a large and imRortant
gegment of postsecondary educaion -- the institutions

.serving the rural areas of America. These institutions

i have stood at a distance from the mainstream of national
change for too long and, therefore, have not been subjectdd

to theN"revolutiorim- that has. affected postsec&dary educa-
tion, particularly in the more affluent urban institutions.

Theoutheastern Community College Leadership Program

members here At'Florida State University and the University

of Florida are to be commended fox. the leadership role they

are exhibiting in recognizing the unique position and needs

of the rural institution. To my,knowledge this is the first

major conference that has focused on the rural institution;
therefore, this is a highly significant conference and one

in which I am highly honored to be a participant.

Essentials of the Topic

The term "staff development" has facets of meaning

that suggest a condition both restrictive and open-ended;

therefore, it possesses the tensipn of self-contradiction.
Staff can be defined as "a body of persons associated 'in

carrying out some 'special enterprise under the supervision

dY a manager or chief;" and development is defined.simply

as "gradual evolution'or completion." A dicilbtomy exists,

then, between the restrictive "body of persons" and the

open-ended "gradual evolution." -This apparent Contradic-
tion may explain Why so many people lack an understanding

of the terms.

For the purpose of our discussion today, the "body of
persons" is,the group operating a two-year postsecondary
institution located in a rural area of Ameri'ca with the

public responsibility of providing essential educ.ciLional

and training services to'the adult population of the service

area assigned. The degree to which this institution can

effectively me4. its.public charge will be determined by
the effectiveness of a planned evolutionary process whin
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enables,this "body of personlf entify-the various
needs of the servide population,, 1,to deeloil) and 'carry
out programs of education and training to meet these needsy
,and ffte accuracy of continued assessment of its efforts. .

Therefore, staff development must diagnostic, prescrip-
tive, supportive, and.preventaLVe. . t e

.

One canafely generalize th e' quality of service
in the community college depends il rily on the quality
of. the staff. An institution can: =asp11 more and more

r

students, it can employ a wide rah ,f staff personnel,
it can build larger and more attrac '0,buiidin'gs, and - .

,,

it can deNielop greater varieties d'. pcational progrAms and
service activities; however, all of his' will not produce

Li lieffective servicei ri--%f the staff is .ghly competent for
the tasks placed upon it by the dreg ' the "open-door"
college. This is particularly true tie rural two7year

--.7.p.,
institution. One can make the follamtA4fgeneralizations
that are particularly true'ofthe rur. '1Anstitution:

a.

1. The rural institution is out the mainstream of
innovative action and involve' nt.

2. The size of the institution Od'Inet(provide for
more than a minimal level oti grammatic diversi-
fication.

-3. Due to itsLisolaticln, the ins% ALion has difficul-
ty,aftracting a high level o 4*YVen -professionals,m
particularly administrative pee,00nel.

4. ' Due to the rural nature of,ItSIOgrvice area with
its low level of industrialiZ4,00, the supportive
local tax base does not providOhe institution
with Uhe Ievel,of financial slii*irt comparable tot-
urban institutions.

'

Due to the above factors, theltaff of A' rural
institution'is primarily comppse(4.,of public schoo
trained hnd experienced perpcinp0;,,,and the vast
majority. of, chief administratIve, officers haVeA9een
public school principals or Superihtlendents.

The factors or conditions result!,a a rural, institu-
tion with a staff that possesses value$, titudes, and
beliefs that are directly contrary to :phOommunityAcel- %
lege's philosophy. As.stated by O'BandY'lt is "the highly
competent and creative:staff,members wricY oviddwleadeiship,*develop quality programs, and encourage, unityparticipa-,
tion who are the key figures in the,commpflity junior college."
Rural two -yea rr institutions do not postess, the,cadre of
"highly competent and ctreativej" staff meMbOrs that are more
commonly 'found in 'larger, moreaffluent,.and progressive
urban institutions; therefore, if the rural'population is
to realize the potential of the "open-door" colleg,'this
deficiency of competent and creative staff:must-Joe-overcome.

s,
ti
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Considering the realities faCing,the rural two-year
college, it: is highly speculative'to assume that staff and
service deficiencies can be. remedied by any method other
than..a imiell=devised-plan of personnel development, which.

_ could b2 supported with available resources. It is the

0 ,
development and implementatiOn of such a plan that presents
any institution with limitless challenges, and it is the
magnitude of these challenges that has-deterred the total
educational enterprise froM aoicepting,and attempting'to
meet these challenges in any definitive way. If this is
accgpted as a generalized truth, then we'must ask why and
how this can be alte3lnd; particularly as it relates to
rural institutions.

State of the A .

Ihik
rt

We cannot blatantly conaemn'educ iorC.for not having
met the challenge of effective staff evelopment: instead,
we must consider what has been consuming its entire vitality
for the past decade--the unprecedented growth .of enrollment
in all areas of public education. The growth of posts.econd-
ary education during the past decade has been.miewhelming;
however, this increase in enrolj.ment.is gradually peaking,'-
and at the same time more of the newer institutions are
meeting-the demands fot resources 'and facilities. With the
arrival of more stability in postsecondary education, more .

attention is being focused on the need for effectiveciplan7
ning, utilization of resources; improvement in the quality
of services, and the extent,to which the basic mission has
been fulfilled.

As accountability has appeared On the educational scene
over the past few years, Institutions have become more aware,
of their responsibilities in meeting the needs of their ser-
vice population in a .ealistic and meaningfdi way: ThiS
awareness is feousing increasing attention on the need for,.
a comprehensive program of personnel development based on
carefully defined and developed institutional goals

4
.

Although many institutions are in the process of
developing comprehensive developmental plans and a few
states are just beginning to provide_ support, the state of
the art is indeed primitive,_

Parameters for-Plan Development

If the state of the art is primitive, where does an
institution turn for assistance? -To me, the answer is
simple and direct--the institution must first turn unto
itself. By turning "unto itself," I am implying:

27
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1. That-there prevails an institutional climate where-
inthere is a professional desire to improve the
effectiveness of the institution's service;

2. That the institutional leadershiprealizes the
absolute necessity for a system, of data gathering
and analysis on all aspects of institutional oper-
ations;

3. That all analyses should be based on carefully
developed institutional and service-program goals
and objectives which would provide a basis of input
outputoutput evaluations;
That all service programming of the institution

.
should be based on assessment of the needs of the
population served and that the assessments of these
needs should be complete, i.e., that the individual
to be served always,be "center stage;"

5. That careful and comprehensive analysis should, be
made of the entire staff of the institution to
determine
a. The level of understanding of, and commitment

to, the philosophy of a "community-college,"
b. The degree to which each staff member under-

stands and is committed to the goals of the
institution and the objectives of their partic-
ular professional assignment,

c. The diStribution of staff in relation to age,
sex, and other personal factors within the
various areas of the institution,

d. The levels of formal edUcation, prior expeii-
ence (both related and unrelated), and the
period of time between the latest episode of
formal education and the current assignment,
and

e. The prevailing attitude within the institution
towatd involvement in systematic professional
development; and

6. Finally; that a detailed analysi's be made of avail-
able resources for an evolving plan of perscinnel
and' institutional development. (This analysis
must include institutional resources, communitymust

state resources, and national resources).

At"this point, one might reasonably say, "This all
sounds nice and theoretical; but how-can a small institution

`- with'limited financial resources, small student population,
small Unspecialized staff, and a large, sparcely populated '

service area possibly achieve this level of sophistication?"
Vo me, the answer is quite simple and direct: if the inSti-
.tution is to justify its continued existence, it must reach
this-minimal level of self-analysis and development. Further,
development must become standard operating procedure and the
foundation for all institutional planning and evaluation,
both short and long-range. I also maintain that all institu-
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tions possess this capability regardless of size. But if

they do not, then how can they justify continuing the em-'\
ployment,of those staff members at public expense?

The power of the presidency in the rural institution
is" important to consider when one Studies thejprOblemof
staff development. Unlike the large urban institution, the
rural institution'is generally under the absolute control
of the president with little effective delegation of author-
ity. As previously stated, many Of these rural chief admin-
istrative officers were originallrincilpals or superinten-
dents. In many instances, therefore, .these institutions
are operated almost as if they were a .rural high school- -

and not a community college. Indications are that these
conditions gre gradually being corrected mainly through
increasing control at the state level. It would be a
mistake for anyone to assume that, in making this observa-
tion, I am advocating increased state-Level control over
two-year colleges; however, I am strongly advocating that
the selection process for two-year college presidents be
generally improved.

Plan Development

It is suggested that staff development planning and
implementatiob occur in four distinct phases. These four
suggested phases are:'

1. Climate setting
2. Organizing and Training
3. Plan development' and implementation
4. Plan maintenance and evaluation

The climate-setting phase should be initiated when an
institutioh.takes the decision to begin development of a
plan for institutional staff development. Before initiation
occurs, there are certain suggested prerequisites that should
be considered. These prerequisites are:

1. /That the president understand and be committed to
the development of a plan that encompasses all
persOnnel, including himself;

2. That the goals of the institution and the objectives
of all programmatic and servibe activities be clearly

, defined;
3. That these goals and objectives-be directly related

to .a planning document for the institution;
4. That all administrative personnel be held accountable

for support-in their area of assignment; and
5. That a darefully devised pre-plan be developed and

carried out to maximize a climate of receptivity on
the part of all personnel.
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Phase tws\is initiated by the, president when authority

is delegatedto an individual or a committee for,alan devel=
opment. In considering the size of most rural institutions,
I suggest, that this authority might be more appropriately
delegated to a peer-group committee. This committee must
represent all discernible peer groups in the institution - -'
administration, faculty divisions, student personnel, '

library or learning resources center, support, clerical,
and maintenance staffs, and adult or continuing education.
For most ruralAinStitutions, the committee would consist
of approximately eight members. It is recommended that .

this,committee should be carefully selected by the president
and that the chairman should be the chief academic officer.

When this committee is established, it is of extreme
importance that clear, precise guidelines be established
for the committee and that the committee membership receive
specialized training for assigned responsibility. Committee
guidelinesmight appropriately be based on the following
assumptions:

1. That all full-time pe'rsonnel of the college are
qualified for the positions' they are assigned;
therefore, that each has no greater or lesser need
for self-improvement opportunities, than any other,
regardless of position assignment;

2., That staff deyelqpmeht can provide a means for the
institution to more effectively attain its goals;

3. That development can be achieved by insuring that
all personnel--administrative, staff, faculty, and
support--have'planned opportunities to improve
their competencieS, particularly in the areas of
their assignment;

4. That to be justified; these opportunities must have
the potentialof enhancing both the capabilities
and desires of the individual;

5. That these opportunities are based an those needs
that are. identified by individuals and peer groups;

6. That the most desirable way to provide these oppor-
tunities is through a planned and coordi'pated pro-
gram that would meet identified needs and which
could be supported by available resources.

Specialized.training for the committee membership is,
in all probability, the most important aspect of plannzlevel-
opment., To be effective, this committee must become the
campus "expert" on staff development. This"expertise" can
be achieved through a carefully developed training' plan
that should be carried out with intensity during the first
year and with less intensity thereafter. This training
program should include but not be limited to, such activi-
ties as acquiring a library Of resource and reference
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materials, understanding thoroughly the nature and impli-
cations of the institution's long -rtige plan, visiting
(as a group and individually) institutions that have an
on-going plan for staff development, acquiring specialized,
resource persons to work with the 'committee', and attending
a variety of conferences that have topics or discussions
basic to the affairs of the committee.

It is further recommended that this should be a
standing committee and that all committee members except
administrative should be given an additkonal'salary incre-
ment for committee service and/or some consideration given
for released time.

Tentative completion of phases one and two brings an
'institution to the critical point in institutional staff
development. It is at this point that the president must
insure that an intensive appraisal is made to determine the
following:

1. The degree to which a climate of receptivity has
successfully been established throughout the
institution;

2. The level of administrative commitment to the
value, worth, and need for development activity
throughout the institution;

3. The extent to which institutional resources will
be allocated to developmental activities;

4. The effective level of committee training and an
accurate assessment of committee belief in and
committment to its responsibilities;

5. The degree,to which the president personally per-
ceives,an institutional need for development, his
willingness to commit the weight of his office to
.its effective evolvement, the extent to which he
will commit institutional resources, and the
degree to which be will+ permit changes to occur as
a resultallt of the developments k process. (This

\*(0, is an analysis the president muse. make within
himself and it is by far the most critical to an
effective developmental program).

'This presents the institution with a "moment of truth."
In light of,,qpreful analysis, a "stop-go" decision must be
made in the full realization of decision consequences upon
the futhre of the institution. The program is development;
development is change; change is planning and"just plain
"hard wo±k" by a professional team. If the iFistitution is
not wliXfng to face the realities of potential risks as
well as the rewards, the decision must be "stop" and retain
the stat4 quo. If the deyision is "go," then the institu-
tion has tpassed the point of no return. Any reversion to
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the previous status quo could have a high risk potential
of, bringing th-J17gtitution to a lowered level of service
effectiveness.

The third phase encompasses major committee operation-
al responsibilities. The responsibilities can be summarized
as consisting of the following five comprehensive activities:

1. Receiving and analyzing needs identified by indivi-
duals and peer groups,

2. Identifying support requirements,
3. Identifying resources and constraints,
4. Organizing means to meet needs, and
5. Developing an operating programmatic plan.

It would be a dangerous assumption for any institution
to expect that an effective level of operational plan imple-
mentation could be achieved within one year. More realisti-
cally, any institution entering such a comprehensive plan
of development should view it as a five-year developmental
project. Although these three phases are being presented
as separate developmental steps, in the realities of insti-
tutional action, they are part of a unified whole being
developed simultaneously.

a
The final phase, plan implementation and evaluation,

would be a continuous process as long as the institution
had an organized plan for institutional staff development.
Many aspects 9f this process would ordinarily be integrated
into regular operating procedures of the institution.

Ultimate success of any plan for staff development is
dependent upon the quality of evaluation processes. Eval
uation in this context refers to the degree to which an'
institution is willing to assess all aspects of operations,
from institutional. planning to activity objectives. Th'e'

results of this type of evaluation provide the bases for
continued plan assessment and revision, thereby insuring
that development activity always keyed to individual
and institutional needs.

Staff development for the rural institution is not a
debatable need. The challenges facing the rural institu-
tion are of sush nature and magnitude tat they cannot
effectively be met with anything less than complete utili-
zation of all resources, be they material or human. Any
institution can realize its full potential with wisting
resources if its leadership has the insight and desire to
set this as the ultimate goal..

Stuart Miller, in Dialogue in Education, illustrates
vividly the need for staff development in education in his
portrayal of educators. "There was a grayness abOut them;
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their beings had been grayed by their fierce attempt to
give importance to what was not important." William
,Arrowsmith gave further amplification when he stated that,
"It is possible for a student to go from kindergarten
through graduate school without ever encountering a man;
a man who might for the first time give him the only pro-
found motivation for learning, the hop of becoming a

..

better man." Can staff development co ) tinue to be a
debatable issue for the rural two-year institution?
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REFLECTIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

If this conference haddbeen held prior to World War II,
chances are that the adjective "rural" would not have ap-
peared in the theme title. The two-year college movement
was largely a rural college' movement and "rural" would
simply have been redundant. 6

Before World War II, the number of private colleges ex-
ceeded the number of public ones and most of these private
colleges were located in quiet secluded sites. In the public
sector there seemed to be a feeling tha't there ought to be a
college in each town -- small (two-year) College for the
smell town and a Barge (four-year) college for the large
town. In fact, wanting to be big town, i.e., change thd
junkior college to a senior college has been .one of the per-
sistent problems.

Let's talk for a few minutes about historical develop-
ments in the hope that we can becone aware of the leadership
provided by rural colleges.

you know the often-quoted statistics for the decade of
the sixties; how the number of pubMlecolleges doublp and
their enrollment almost quadrupled ltai and Thurs on,
1971). Tremendous growth, but do you remember that from
1922 to 1932 the number of two-year colleges more than
doubled (207 to 469; a 125 percent increase) and the enroll-
ment went from 16,121 to 97,631; a six-fold increase. The
next decade, 1932-42, was less spectacular, but it had a
35 percent increase in the num4r of institutions and a 175
percent increase in enrollment.'

My point, of course, is that when the movement was more
closely identified with rural communities, its growth and
development was just as impressive as it has been in recent
years.

Lamoni, Iowa; Poultney, Vermont; and Conway, Arkansas
mould hardly be considered urban centers either now or at
the time they contributed to our story. They are, or were,
the hometowns of Graceland College, Green Mountain Junior
College, and Central College, rural colleges by I suspect,
the most demanding definition of what.is meant by rural.
From the presidiency of these three rural colleges has come
44 years of leadership to the national organization, the
American Association of Junior Colleges, and its successor,
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the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges.
Three men, Dr. Doak S. Campbell, from Central College
(16 years); Dr. Jesse P. Bogue from Green Mountain,Junior
College (12 years); and.Dr. Edmund J. Gleazer,:Jr., from
Graceland College (16 years and still going), have served
as the executive secretary (4irector) fbr almoSt the entire
history of the organization.

,

Walter Cro0 sby Eels dubbed the 34 educators who gathered
in St. Louis, Missouri, June 30 ana July 1, 1920, to found
the AAJC as the,"junior college patriarchs." Delegates
attended from Columbia,` Nevada, Fredericktown, Fulton, St.
Charles, and Mexico in Missouri. Greenville, Marshall, and
Meridian, Texas, sent representatives as did Marion, Alabama;
Louisburg, North Carolina; Lamoni, Iowa; Biist61, Virginia;
Holly Springs, Mississippi; Murfreesboro, Tennessee; and
Carlinville and Joliet, Illinois. These 18:rural communities
accounted for 24 of the 34 representatives,.

Most of you are familiar with the,excellent state plan
for two-year colleges developed by Dr. James Wattenbarger
and others for the State of Florida. Indeed, Florida is
generally_ recognized as the first state to carefully plan
for orderly development of its two-year colleges. Testimony
to the excellent job that was done has been the imitation of
several of our sister states here in the Southeast.

But are you aware that-in 1928, Mississippi, and I -4

believe you will agree_that it can be clasSified as a rural
state, established .a commission of jun.ia: tolleges respon-
sible for the control and adcreditatiOn of two-year colleges?
And that the commission, in 1928,,ireated 13'districts
encompassing almost every county in the state. No changes
in the districting were made unti1,1948and basitally the
districting is the same today as itwas then. Expansion
has taken the form of multiple campuses. This "controlled
development," as it was called, was the brainchild of Knox
Broom who, at the time; was supervisor of agridultural high
schools for the Mississippi State Department of Education.

Mr. Broorit is one Of the almost forgotten heroes in the
story of the development of the coluMunity college, but-he
ranks along with Lange of California, Campbell'of Arkansas
(and later Tennessee), and Koos of Chicago as a man of
vision who could see the potential of the two-year college
if it would develop the kinds of programs that were needed
by the people. It was he who first referred'to these,
colleges as "the people's colleges" and, after retirement
in 1947, speaking to a group of Mississippi junior college
educators, he gave this admonition:

If ever you men in the junior colleges fail
to emphasize the fact that you are close to
and deeply interested in the common folks
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and their needs in-their home communities,
then you will have nothing to stand on in
this state.,

Do you suppose the present-day advocates of community
services are aware of this early plea?

I have suggested three things. First, when the two-
year college movement was clearly identified with rural com-
munities the growth was no less spectacular than when the
identification shifted to urban colleges. Second; the rural
'colleges have contributed heavily to the leadership at the
national level -- I have offered some bits orevidenge; much
more could be identified. Third, rural and backward are not
synonymous when talking about states that have been leaders
in this movement.

In a whimsical, and to some extent, nostalgic, mood, I
sometimes think that the junior college is similar to the
country boy who grows up and goes to town. Coming of age
presents one set of problems and changing. environments
presents another. Certainly the colleges in rural Communi-
ties have problems, byt at least they deal with them in a
familiar environment.

In your conference you are seeking to find new respoves
to new and old problems. X.ou will find them, and I knowoahat
in the future, just as in the past, the rural college will
contributemore than their fair share to the leadership in
the community'college movement.

Footnotes'

1
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INNOVATIVE APPRQACHES TO OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS-
FOR THE RURAL TNO=Y AR COLLEGES

Introduction

Some people believe that the best "chances of improving
rural life is through education. Rural educational problems
cannot be understood without a knowledge and understanding
Of the social and economic conditions that Zed to their
creation. Most out-of-school rural persons receive, little
or no services from the schools in their areas, although
other'agencies,have provided some educational activities.
Rural communities have been defined as agricultural com-
munities with no population center larger than 2500,
further breakdown subcategorizes into farm populations (i.e.,
those who don't live in villages, towns and hamlets of under
2500) and "non- farm" populations ,(/.e.; other than farm
residents). As recentlp:as 1972, 63 percent of all farms
reported sales of less than $10,000 (Lerner, 1973), an .

indication that, for most farmers, their 6perations result
in below average incomes. From this, 'it is safe .&q infer
that many non-farm rural adults also have correspondingly
low incomes. The result of this, of course,-is reduced
living standards and is reflected in a correspondingly
poorer quality of health care and'educational services for
rural populations.
4

A viable rural America is essential if our entire
country is to prosper in the true sense. Such an under-
taking can originate only through large-tcale efforts-by
several kinds ofagenciesi.ambna which Is the host important
educatiOnal 4elivery system. Because of the decline-in'
commercial agricultUral employment, a substantial segment of
the rural labor supply Must be educated and trained for
nonagricultural kinds of occupations. Such an endeavor calls
for intelligent planning, implementation, and evaluation
a broad type of vocational education programs.expressly
tailored for rural job-seeking pers9ns.

Rural education needs improvement and vocational eduba-
tion, in the opinion of this author, is within the,very
heart of achieving excellence in this effort.

Occupational education has,- as one of its theoretical
constructs, a majox..goal to provide persons with knowledge,
skills, and attributes that will better enable them o
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achieve happy and fulfilling life-roles associated with
work (Gillie, 1973). Modes and strategies for addressing
vocational occupational education to this important goal
are best chosen within the student's' environmental context.
It should be emphasized that such a concern is ignored or
negated by assumptions that the same occupational educa-
tion is equally appropriate for rural and non-rural stu-
dents. The age and previous experience of the StudeAt are
also factors that need to be inserted into one's pers'nal
equation for assisting that.individual- in making judg ents
regarding occupational prbgrams.

You may wonder, at this point, why the nonvocational
or preprofessionarTrograms have not been mentioned°. Simply
stated, the reason is that such curricula are already pro-;
Vided in an excellent manner in many senior colleges and
universities interspersed in every state of this nation.
Such programs are far from Overcrowded in Most senior col-
leges and universities and the situation is predicted.to
remain this wav for many years. The offering of'such pro-
grams by the rural community-junior colleges represents a
redundancy of'educational efforts,, which is clearly uncalled
for in mostl places in these times of economic inflation and
educational depression. In the opinion af this author, vo-
cational studies are the most viable educational configura-
tions that rural community-junior colleges can offer. AThere-
fore, these rural students in need of*the preprofessionally
oriented education would be oounseled into an appropriate
senior college or university at the conclusion ofhigh School:
This approach, would then result in rural community colleges
being heavily oriented toward vocational studies,.

Much of this paper is baSed on the'thesis that occupa-
\,tional curricula Ought to be primarily concerned with the
'Vocational needs of the students within the rubric of their
personal concerns as well as the concerns of the larger
societ)u.da blend that is not,always easily achieved. To best'
accomplish this, rural persons mustKpe provided vocational
studies that- include: (a) the sacquisiti.on of social, economic,
and, political facts that relate to their present arid future
lives, 'as Well as their pribsent and future employment' concerns,
(b) an opportunity to consider and perhaps 'ultimately select
,an occupational program that would provide orientation and

, preparation for rural-oriented jobs, and (c) an opportunity
to consider and perhaps ultimately select an occupational pro7
gram that would provide orientation and preparation for,jobs

A4located in urban sdtting
se 4'1

Students ought to make, such a selection with professional
assistance from a vocationally-oriented counseling service
that'incorporates the expertise of profeSsional occupational
educators. It should be pointed out that this process involves
several layers of decision-makirig, which includes selecting a
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future occupation°, whicheannot be isolated from such
concerns asa shift in 14fe-gtyle, breaking with family
.ties, and other factors associated with leaving one's
home community. The rural student has more decisions to
make at the onset than does his urban counterpart, be-
cause the rural person needs to decide if he wants to
leave hispresent community or region. Mast youth already
living in non-rural areas need not give this factor imme-

.4iate consideration in their career decision-making, as
most first odcupational opportunities are in places not
unlike those in'which non-rural persons presently reside.

.These added concerns place heavier demands upon rural
Community-junior colleges. Their curricula must be realis-

t tic in terms of rural concerns for those who will stay, and
equally realistic for those persong who plan to leave their
Eural environs upon reaching adulthood. Interestingly,
there is ofte.indication that the trend of tigrating from
rural to urban places has slowed in recent years,4a d has
even reversed in some places.' An indication of thi s

the recent near-zero farm out-migration experienced ince
1972 (Lerner, 1973). In light of this, it is crucial to
provide rural youth with insight into these recent trends,
along.with other information. For those who elect to re- -
main in the rural setting, the school should seek to
engender a desire in them to bring about improvements in
rural living. Closer cooperation betWeen general educa-
tion and vocational education is the key for achievement
of this objective. A good rural vocational studies program
would be based upon social, economic, and politf.cal facts
relevant to that environment, out of which a broad-based
vocational program would emerge.

!'
Rural education must deal with threesdistinct age

groups: 14 to 19k.year olds (who comprised 13.6'.perdent of
1.1e total farm population in 1970), and 45 to 64' year olds
(about one fourth of that group), and the elderly (:11.6
percent ,of the farm population) (Lerner, 1973). It has
,long been known that small rural schools lack sufficient
resources to serve such diverse groups. Regionalization
is partiallY.the result of knowing this, and it does tend
to reduce these rimitations. The inauguration of rural
community colleges' that serve on a regional basis is a .

.logical extension ofthis belief.

Whi,le the high school has been an important catalyst
in the rural community., the.dommunity college has only
begun toerve such a purpose during the past twenty years
in most rural places. It is, believed by many persons that
regional rural community colleges have the potential to

A help villages, towns, haml4ts, and farms to become more
viable places in whici to live, Work, and recreate. A
reasonable degree of local autonomy is required fOr best
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aollieveMent of' these goals and this is most likely to occur
if the institution is a.viable one, which demands that it
be large enough to command sufficient resources to provide
an array of educationalservices and facilities for needs
of rural people. The minimum size (i.e.', the critical mass)
of the rural community college needs to 'be more closely
examined in terms of minimum faculty and enrollments. This
author believes that a mural community-junior-college, if
it is to have the diversity in vocational studies required
for their unique clientele, ought to. have a minimum of
1,000 full-time students. At the present time, about .500
community colleges presently fall below that size (see Table
1), (AACJC Directory, 1974), many of which are in non-urban
areas. A substantial number of 'these can't possibly serve
their students adequately until they resort to some type
of regionalization configuration. In 1970, 26.5 percent)
of the United States population (just under 54 million)
resided in rural areas. *.Therefore, rural communy.college
pOtential enrollments encompass a substantial segment of
our population. But many of them need to serve larger'
geographic areas than found in other places and will likely
require residential facilities for their clients that come
from beyond reasonable commuting distance.

The Young Rural Student

The "young" student in this paper refers to adolescents
and young adults who have had little, if any, occupational
experiences of a full-time, permanent nature. Foz the com-
munity colleges, most of these are persons in the 17 through
22 age category. As alluded to in an earlier paragraph, an
important component within the education of this group is
assisting them in reaching a decision regarding geography--
whether or not they elect to remain in their present rural
location. There is reason to believe rural occupational
opportunities will increase as human services related jobs
become more common, especially with various forms of state
and federal financial subventions. Added to this is a
clearly discernible trend for some industries to locate in
rural areas, now that the nation's vast interstate highway
network is nearly complete. Another observable trend'is
the desire for many people to get away from urban centers
and move to more rural locations in the interest of improving
the quality of their lives. It's no longer the case of
either working on a"farm or moving to the city--new and inter-
esting options are emerging. Rural youngsters should be ap-
praised of these possibilities as, an integral part of their
career decision-making_ education. Living in a rural area
may very well be recognized as an advantage in the near future.

After making a geographic choice (rural vs. urban), rural
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Table 1*

Number of Junior Colleges with Enrollment less than 1000

Number
with

State , less

of Colleges
enrollment
than 100Q .

Total Number
of t''o -year

colleges

Alabama 12 23

Alaska 8 9

Arizona 2 14

Arkansas 9 10

California 18 10.4

Colorado 6 16

Connecticut 8 22

Delaware 1 6

r,(ashington, D.C. 3 4

F.orida 9 32

Georgia 12 24

Hawaii 2 7

Idaho 4

Illinois lv 56

Indiana 2 4

Iowa 19 28

Kansas 18 25

Kentucky 15 21

Louisiana
7

Maine 6

Maryland 6 20

Massachusetts 22 39

Michigan
1 0. 36

Minnesota 16 23

Mississippi 13

Missouri 1 20

Montana .
2

Nebraska 14

Nevada 3

New Ha'mpshire ,10 10

New jersey 10 23

:;ew Mexico 10 13

New York 16 59

North Carolina 42 67

North Dakota 3 5

Ohio 22 44

Oklahoma, 9 19

Oregon 2 16

Pennsylvania 20 46

khode Island 1 2

South Carolina 12

South Dakota 5 4 5

Tennessee 9 19

Texas 21 65

Utah 2 5

Vermont 6

Virginia 14 30

Washington 1 2

West Virginia 6 8

Wksconsin 14 31

wyoming 5 Total = 501 7 .Total - 114-7

*Extracted from the 1974 AACJC Directory
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youngsters can combine that choice with their interests,
abilities, and realities of the world market and can opt
for an occupational specialty area. This. two -step process
is not necessarily in the sequence described, of course,
but it does call for extensive utilization of vocational
guidance professionals during the student's stay in the
community

The rural community colleges have several extra re-
sponsibilities in addition to embracing the responsibilities
of their more traditional counterparts and also.have the
extra ,task of offering a soundly-based array of rural
orients occupations for those who elect to move in that
direction. It is critical that all possible meaures,be
taken 0 accord the the same statue as given to the urban-
orientei vocational programs. An innovative aspect of this

. dual tape vocational offering would be the establishment of
commonailities that could assist students in "crossing" from
one to the other in either directioh. Easy entrance and
exiting would be highly desirable. A clearly marked depar-
ture from traditional vocational studies would be the with-
holding of skill development until the student is connected
with an actual job; only then would he be committed to the -

highly specialized aspects of the curriculum. The rationale
for this approach lies in the belief that the specific skills
needed are knowable only after a job has been acquired. An-
other facet of the basic philosophy behind this type of treat-
ment is that the student has more job options available if
specialization is delayed until a job is accepted. Then,
with speccification of necessary skills by the employer., the
student receives the skill development training accurately
determined for a particular job. Such a strategy, referred'
to as-the universal college apprOach elsewhere, provides
maximum flexibility for students. (See Gillde, 1973, for
details of this apprpach).

A diagram of this strategy for rural community colleges,
displayed iQ Figure 1, can be ore .completely descriided, by
following arf imaginary student through such a configuration.
Consider Student A who seeks enrollment in the college.
firs. t encounter that the individual makes would be with the .'

admissions office, followed by "that of guidance and counseling
services. Student A would be provided with an assessment of,
his academic-occupational potential, based upon testing, inter-
viewing, and reviewing past achievements. From this and the
individual's announced personal interests, the person would
be placed into a program (either rural or urban-oriented). At
the onset of whatever piogramchosdn, courses common to both
programtypes (i.e., general education offerings) would be the
main bill-of-fare, thereby keeping the student's options open
for as long as possible. With the timely intervention of
various career guidance services as the student proceeds
through the program, careful occupational readiness assessments
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would be made on a continuing basis. At a time dcemed
most beneficial for that individual (regardless of the
point the student happens to be at in the formal program)
a joining of the student to an actual job would be con-
summated. The employer would,,by prior understandings
with the college, specify the specific skills needed of
the person for that job together with a determination
about where these skills could,be best developed--"on-
the-job" or in a skill-center environment. Should it be
decided that the skill-center approach ig most beneficial
to the student, then a return to such an environment would
be in order. The student would go there solely to acquire
mastery of the employer-specified skills, after which that
person would report to the previously accepted job. This
process, coupled with the always available career coun-
seling, could be repeated whenever the student desires or
needs to change jobs or employer. When properly adminis-
tered, it could become an easy entry-exit operation that is
unencumbered by limitatidns of calendar or academic credits.
The flexibility afforded by this strategy would permit rural
youth to indulge in frequent changes in immediate career
plans,' thereby providing them with maximum opportunity to
adjust to local and contemporary conditions.

It should be pdinted out that'the rural community
college's only chance of achieving respectable efficiency
with such a center would be with a minimum enrollment of
one thousand students. An ongoing student body of that
number would provide the basis for sufficient diversity
in programs and skill-center activities to accommodate the
occupational needs of the student clientele. Smaller insti-
tutions would of necessity have to join together in the
sponsoring of such a center, even if it results in the need
to provide residential facilities.

The Middle-Aged Rural Student

Many middle-aged persons., perhaps even the majority of
them during those years, are invoIyediwith one or more job
changes. When the switch requires a period of retraining
(particularly in a new occupational field), the transition
is termed a mid-career change. There are several.major
reasons for such occupational transitions. The most obvious
factor is one that is associated with technological changes,
which phase out certain workers from tiMe.to time. There
is a more important purpose behind such changes, however,
and that relates to the desire to leave a non-rewarding job
for another one that will provide the worker with greater
self' actualization and job satisfaction (O'Toole, 1973).
It is common knowledge that personal tastes and interests
change with time, and there is little logic behind the belief
that one sho ld remain in the same specialized work area for
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a lifetime. Our society is and will continue to be dynamic

enough to render some occupations obsolete while generating

new ones. Rather than view this phenomenon as a handicap

.
to manpower planning, it can be considered as a generator
of fortuitous events that continuously engender new occu-

pational configurations, many of which can be attractive

to mid-career change4s with previous work experiences.

However, there is an inherent difficulty in mid-career
changing, and it has to do with economics. Most middle-
aged persons seeking to embark on such transitions, at
least at the present time, hesitate to initiate such a
change unless forced to do so by being llid off. And this

is for a good reason. The major impediment is the simple
fact that such persond usually have built in ongoing ex-

penses at this point in their lives--generally related to
supporting a family, and so on. These components in an
individtpl's life exist and cannot e ignored, althOugh
we often try just that when we encotrage such persons to
go baCk to school with either no or inadequate income
provision for them. Therefore, in the opinion of this
writer, to offer mid-career change type programs without
including substantial income provisions for the students

is a vacuous exercise.

How can we afford to provide so many unemployed persons

such income? First of all, it needs to be viewed as a
societal capital investment, and not a series of doles.
Several ways in which this can be done have.been considered
on a theoretical level. The most attractive one, it seems
to me, is a variety of the sabbatical programs presently
extant in education. Like the educational sabbatical, the
amount of subvention would be related to the worker's last
salary (e.g., about 70 percent in this consideration). This

kind of arrangement WIlld be an inducement for mid and late

career changers to.enfgik programs that would lead to prepara-
tion for higher skill level jobs. Furthermore, if they were
induced to do this before they wers,"laid-off" or prior to

.

the'time their old jobs become obsolete, those jobs would

serve as entry level occupations for younger persons at-
tempting to enter the labor force. Therefore, from a human
investment point of view, it has a double value.

But what about the monetary cost of such a venture? A

half million persons, which is about .5 percent of our work
force, could receive this type of vocational treatment at a

cost of three billion to four billion dollars per year
,7 (Striner, 1972). This total is based on sabbatical salaries

averaging $5,600 (70 percent of the average U.S. salary) plus
two thousand\dollars per person for training, resulting in a

mean cost of $7,600 per person. This effort, in terms of
dollars, represents approximately 1 percent of the gross

national product. Considering the present congressional trend
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toward high concern about employMent, such a plan may be
sufficiently attractive to be implemented.

Hod can it be implemented? The present Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act of 1973 (PL 93-203) has the
potential, if congress so desires, to conduct such a mid-
career changing program at the prime sponsor level. Title
III of that legislation has funds earmarked for "special
manpower target group'S." It would take only several slight
modifications (i.e., to include mid-career changers as a
segRent of the population in need of additional manpower
services, and to provide sabbatical type funding described
in the preceding paragraphs) to enable this act to be uti-
lized for assisting mid-career changes in the manner des-
cribed. Although the CETA bill has been termed a mechanism
for providing a "city" system of vocational training, it
does have ample provisions for rural areas as well.

Thereforp, the basic legislation is in place whereby
mid-career changers can receive assistance. The rural com-
munity colleges, with proper interfaciig with the appropri-
ate prime sponsors, can initiate innovative type programs
within the universal college configuration described earlier
for these, mid-career changers. Such an approach, with this
form of funding, can become the most viable approach for
mid-career changers in the rural segments of our nation.

The Rural Retiree and Hobbists
F

The traditional view of vocational education is that
it prepares persons for entry into the world of work. But,
as stated earlier, a newer concept of vocational services
is on the scene: it is perceived by some as a mechanism
for providing people with assorted skills, ranging from
purely manipAlative to cognitive, which they seek in the
interest of personal and/or occupational fulfillment. This
contemporary view is sufficiently broad to include the skill
development needs and interest of two important groups of
persons traditionally ignored in occupational education:
retirees and hobbists. -

Several trends relative to worker retirement point to
the possibility of changes in some aspects of the vocational

'education delivery system. The first mechanism that can
figure in these changes is the trend in most occupations
toward early retirement (Barfield, 1972). Another major
factor relative to these concerns deals.with changing per- ,

ceptions of what people want to 4 after retirement (Sheppard,
1971). Many retirees consider retirement as an opportunity
to pursue another occupation, which contradicts,the tradi-
tional view of retirement as the time one enters a life of
idleness. In many cases, the new job contemplated is one in
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which the retiree has had some latent interest over a
period of time, bu't hesitated to switch over to at an
earlier point because of inconveniences and difficulties
that would have been entailed (such as the obstacles
faced by present day mid-career changers).'

Although the opportunity for early retiremeneare
increasing, life expectancy of the average worker has
remained essentially the same over the past decades.
Therefore,,longer periods of retirement are primarily the
result of earlier retirement. The 'idea of being '"put out
to pasture," so- to speak, is unappealing and even threat-
ening to many Americans. Furthermore, gerontologists are
discovering that a changeover-from many years of a worker
life style to a new one of leisure (-and what so often
degenerates into enforced idleness) produces serious
emotional trauma and early death for many older citizens.
It is Well known that retirement is not of equal benefit
to all:who engage in it. We noK know that the form and
mode oil retirement should be more closely tailored to the
in duals desires, health, and- environmental circum-
stances. Specialists concerned with gerontology are
continuing to conduct research into the effects of en-
forced idleness upon the mental health (and other tradi-
tional retirement effects)and life expectancy of retirees.
(Mathiasen, 1953). The findings are expected to further
verify that one of the essentialeingredients for happy
and therefore lengthy post-retiement life is'a continua-
tion of activities meaningful to the retiree.. Using this
assumption as a basis, it is predictled that occupational
education will play an important rote n}hese endeavors.

Because of leaving their career at earlier ages and
because improved. medical services that enable them to
remain physically and mentally active for a greater number
of years, an increasing number of.,retirees will launch
into preparation for new post-retirement occupations.
These could be described as lath- career changers or first
post-retirement changers. Because retirement benefits
provide them with some of their financial needs, many
.retirees will enroll in occupational training programs for
personal interest reasons a/one, in spite of the fact that
manS, of these jobs offer low remuneration (Fine, 1970).
Certain more adventuresome individdals.will seize upon
this transition in the4 lives as an intriguing opportunity
to pursue an occupation and a life style completely dif-,
ferent from their earlier one. It is highly likely that
skill, service, and clerical/sales type occupations will
experience the major influx of these post-:retirement
retrained typed individuals in the years ahead, if past
older worker trends continue (Sheppard, 1971).

The _role of vocational education in all of this will
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be to provide special programs expressly.deSigned to pre-
pare retirees for occupations deemed desirable by them
and for which jobs are on hand. In many places) a con-
siderable amount of "selling" (to business and industry)
needs to be done to overcome the myths that persons over
60 are of little occupationil utility to society. Induce-
ments in, the form of state and federal government inter-
vention of various forms (including CETA type legislation,
tax concessions, etc.) may be needed to assist in initia-
tion of the movement, and the chances of it happening
appear good. Rural community colleges could betome in-
volved.in training and education of retirees who elect to
remain or move to a rural community via the Comprehensive,
Employment and Training Act of 1973, and subsequent similar
legislation. These efforts will add another important
dimensj.on to the role of vocational education in our
society. Such a movement will account for as much as 20
percent of rural community college efforts from 1980 and
thereafter,

A second retirement-related faCtor that will have an
effect on rural community colleges has to do with avoca-
tions, hobbies, and other self-improvement type interests.
Assisting retirees in pursuing these efforts in the form
of short term special course, many of which will be organi-
zed spontaneously when a group of persons express an
interest in a particular endeavor, will become even more
commonplace.

A third factor related to retirees that is likely to
affect the rural community college efforts in the future

-of is preparation of greater numbers of persons needed to
provide services to retirees, both in the various institu-
tions in which some of them will be domiciled, as well as
the other sundry activities unique'to retirees.

.The role of vocational education for retirees is
perceived as one of the growth areas in the entire profes-
sion in the decades ahead. As a number of young persons
available for school levels off and then tapers off in'the
future, retirees, as a g ggroup, will continue to grow; they
will become an expanding element in vocational education.
until well into the turn of the century. The idea of con-
tinuing to work beyond first retirement is an attractive
one from medical, social, financial, and personal points

--of-vIew--1Gur-excaLLent reasons for bPliPving that it should__
become a common phenomenon in the future.

Olt

The kinds of courses and programs needed for these
efforts could be comfortably lodged in a universal college
configuration,-within a rural community college.
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Conclusions

The rural community colleges have an excellent oppor-

tunity at this point'in time to provide a rich array of
vocational studies for the several kinds of rural clientele

seeking such service. The most innovative approach to

occupational education is based on a premise that it is,

a vehicle by which people can improve their situation in

society. From this basis, the universal college configurg-

tion described here, with considerable interfacing with

the financial support available through the Comprehensive,

Employment and Training Act of 1973, can be the most viable

vehicle for vocational dducAtion in the next decade. The

rural community colleges, if they so desire,'can become

the major educational institutions for provision of voca-
tional studies in this mode. The nation must have viable
rural communities if it is to remain viable as a whole,

and the rural community colleges can be a major catalyst

in seeing that this happens.
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UTILIZATION OF FORGOTTEN RESOURCES
FOR THE RURAL COLLEGE

When Lou assigned me the topic for my portio of

the workshop, I felt confident I could'Adentif,man'y.
resources which could be clasgified'as.fiFgotten or
perhaps overlooked. After receiving a tentative .Agenda
of this program, however, I found each of the other
Speakers had been assigned topics whichcOvered many of
those "forgotten resources" I had planned to discuss.
However, I will review with you some of the directions
I have observed throughout the country that various
rural colleges have beea-takin5 to utilize some of these
forgotten or overlooked resources.

First, I would like to use some transparencies,to
illustrate what appears to have occurred in many rural'

areas. With the early development of the interstate or
superhighway systems of transportation, a distirict change
in the movement of population from the rural'areas to the

cities seems to have occurred. As -we can #ee from the
diagram, it would Appear the revers6'movemene resulted
from the increased activities, business and job opportuni-
ties, which developed within access to this strip of high-

way. There seems to have been a migration over the rears
of citizens from the smaller communities along the inter-
state'tpwards the larger metropolitan areas directly
affettedy

ros

Within the past five to ten, ye s, we have been
finding a number of the specialized industries from the

val larger metropolitan areas moving into the rural areas.
This reverse migration, however, has.been based 'oh several

faCtors. One of the factors we have found has been avail-
ability of raw materials; a second, has been the availability,
of the labor market; a third has ben the availability of
transportation tomove in raw materials,or to move out the
finished products; an.Ca fourth has been the availability
of, educational opportunities which offer specialized pro-
grams to meet the training needs of the industry. It

would appear, then, that educational opportunities,availagle
in these rural communities has been one of the primary
factors ih the final determination of whether or not an
industry moves into the rural area of some states.

The institutions most receptive to thistype of
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training-need have been the rural community colleges.
Research has shown students remain within the proximity
o.f the institution they attend upon,completion'of theirs
program. the rural institutions catr,stymie unnecessary
out-migration of students from the rural areas towards

b: metropolitan areas.

$

It is with this background-that I now move into my
assigned topic. There are basically two major categories
of resources we will review--thdge- categories functioning ,

internally within the college ancY*those categories func-
tioning external to the college. First, if the basic
assumption is accepted that community colleges exist to
serve students, then the primary resources are those
related to the existing and potential student. We-must
reexamine the model we use in our educational programming.
If students -are one of the forgOtten resources, then we
must reexamine:

A. ,Do we really have an open admission policy:? Are
there built in "road blocks" or qualifications
that prevent some potential students from.
attending?

B. One,of the resources we must examine relates to
the basic presentation of our educational programs.
We,must take a very critical look at the open-
entry, open-exit concept of continuous enrollment
successfully developed at several institutions
throughout the country. One of the opportunities
we might examine is the desigli of regular courses
into moduleS which would be competency-based and
would become available to students at any time.
By clearly defining the objectives and the com-
petencies for each of our programs, we are able
to better utilize the resources of faculty,
facilities, and equipment that may well be avail-
able in the rural community college.

C. Are we making°it possible for a part-time credit
student inca.regular program to byeOnsidered as
valuable to the institution as the full time credit
student? By making it conducive to attend, more
part-time students represeriting the variety of
situations in a rural area can have both educational
and job placement opportunities made available.

D. Students attending our institutions under many of
the various federal programs, such as veterans,
handicapped, sRecial manpower need and so forth,
should/not be\overlooked as a resource.

E. 'Close articulation with other systems of postsecond-



ary education should be developed. Are students
who complete programs accepted by all four year
institutions? Can students from other institu-
tions attend the 'institution freely :to take any
specialized courses?

F. Have we developed a godt follow-up ck non-
returners? Do we have good-records',ef plaCements?
Our alujnni groups may be one esourcet,completely
forgotten in the past.

1
One of the zeal problems in the rural c6nununity is

either not having the enrollment demand ,or tlie-,equipment,
facilities or faculty available to offer .uniqqe.types of
specialized types of courses to each institut'i'on... We
rmAst make the most efficient use -of faculty, equipment and
facilities. Several different ways in which we are able
to do this:include the-utilization of individualized pro-
grams either in the form of correspondence courses or an
individualized program learning approach. The development
of a complete resource, learning center in each institution
would niake this a possibility by making individualized
packets available on specialized courses or in the normal
coursework of programs. ` ;

One of the resources we neglect are members of our
staff who need support and further professional development.
In-service programs need to be developed to make' these
faculty more'efficient and productive. One of the greatest '

resources to be developed by each of us is in the use of
area faculty members ftom busines, industry and the com-
munity at.large. In each part *of the country, many highly
,qualified individualS are available to teach regular pro-
grams on a part time basis.

Are we limiting use to our main campus facilities day,

'cadd night both for.credit and non-credit? One major thrust
;should be to take the educ'tional opportunities to the
students. The outlying communities offer an opportunity

.;to place selected courses for easy access of students.
Btieliness and industry offer an oppOrtunity to use special-
ized-equipment when the need arises. Although the "well
ikgoing dry" on excess or surplus federal equipment, there
is still some NIER equipment thatemight be secured. This
resource should be investigated espeOially for heavy machine
technology or numerically controlled equipment.

One major concern is in the area of additional revenue
to support rural campuses. Many of our institutions have
not thoroughly investigated the potential of foundations.
Most of us are quite aware of foundations established on a
nationwide basis providing grants to various institutions
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for certain kinds of programs of certain kinds of research.
This is, of course, an overused source of revenue for most
postsecondary institutions. However, in dealing more along
the lines of 'foundations established by each individual
campus for use by the campus as the individual trustees see
the need arise, this can be an excellent source of revenue
for spe'cialized types of programs or equipment otherwise
difficult to obtain. Each of the institutions within
Nebraska has established a foundation and it has been very
beneficial to the promotion of specialized efforts by these.
campuses. Some of the most recent uses of the foundations
have been the building of a green house at one of the cam-
puses tt.o support the botany courses where equipment and funds
had been very difficult to obtain. Another possibility is
the use of scholarship funds or financial aid to students
provided by such foundations.

One of the ma3or forgotten resources externally are
the advisory committees. These advisory comm'ittees can In
fact be a strong public relations arm for our institutions
in the business and industriEITields. By having the
advisory committee broad-based from several segments in
neighboring communities and even statewide,.. we can broaden
the :interest and support for our carticular college. One
committee we may want to develop is "The Committee of the
Future" to help plan five to ten years down the road. The
committee should be selected from key promlnent individuals
who can look from various view points on the future needs
or development of the area. This resource can be invaluable
to the planning process. Mosi-- rural community colleges by
use of advisory committees can have up to 75 to ±00 Interested
individuals Supporting the college. This support can be much
more broad-based than the normal board of gover rs ar sore
type of administrative body.

I have tried to review as many reso_rocs cossible
that you might be able to use in the ad.ministration of your
institutioaio It is hoped that each of vc,: will have oeen
able to pick up one or two possible resources to further
develop when you return to yGu-

Thank you.
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SOME PRACTICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR
UTILIZING FACULTY AT THE RURAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Some Practical Considerations

One of the most perplexing problems facing the com-
munity college is that of establishing equitable teaching
loads for its faculty. This problem is especially acute
at many rural community colleges which must base teaching
loads on formulas designed for larger institutions and
which are expected to meet a growing number of demands with
limited resources. The results are often inequities in
faculty teaching loads, failure to produce according to the
college's funding formula, and too much reliance on part-
time faculty members. The following presentation represents
one approach to this problem. No claim is made or implied
that the final solution has been reached; it probably never
will be. But in addressing this problem, I have failed to
find a plan suited to meeting both the practical and philos-
ophical needs of the rural community college.

It is understood that the teaching load is only a por-
tion of a faculty workload which includes such thitigs as_
committee work, office hours, student advising, and other
non-teaching duties. In addition, the following assumptions
are made here: (1) that the philosophy of the rural com-
munity college commits it to offering a comprehensive pro-
gram to part-time as well as to full-time students; (2) that
the majority of the rural community colleges are relatively
small in comparison to their urban counterparts and that
being small and rural presents certain problems, which,
while perhaps not unique, are intensified at the rural col-
lege; and, (3) that the individuaLcollege, regardless of
its funding source and other rest tiQns, has some flexi-
bility in determining faculty teaching loads and assignments.

It has been well documented that devising an equitable
plan for determining faculty teaching loadS is difficult, if
not impossible, to accomplish. There are various factors
to consider, such as the number of. different and new prep-
arations, the use of new techndlogies, individualized
instruction, the types of classes taught, and a number of
other considerations that might be unique to any given
situation. Yet teaching loads must be determined and'teach-
ing assignments should, be made in accordance with some -
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rational plan.

One common method used in defining a full-time
teaching load is in terms of credit or contact hours, there-
by placing the emphasis on the number of hours instructors
meet their-c- lasses each week. Student credit enrollment
does-not_play the major role; instead, a full teaching load
is often defined as from 12 to 15 credit hours or from 15 to
20 contact hours per term. Another method used in a number
of colleges places the emphasis on student credit enrollment
and is largely concerned with the number of weekly student
contact hours generated. Weekly student contact hours is
the number of students in a class times the hours the class
Meets in a week. Neither of these plans speaks directly to
the problems faced by the rural community 'colleges concerned
with making maximum use of its faculty without putting undue
burdens such as overloads or underloads on any segment of
the college.

40In larger institutions, the faculty can usually meet
the student credit standards set by the institution through
the use of either of the above forml41as. However, in the
rural-community college, it is difficult to have any large
number of faculty members generate weekly student contact
hours approaching the 450 minimum set by some systems, such
as the Los Angeles City Community Colleges and the state of
Michigan.2 Moreover, if the rural community college adheres
strictly to a formula based on credit or contact hours, the
college will have to limit its offerings to those times of
the day when large sections can be generated, thus making it
difficult to schedule enough classes to accommodate the time
schedules of the people the college serves. Compounding the

'fact that classes at rural community colleges tend to be
small is that oftentimes there is a scarcity of qualified
part-time instructors in the college's service area. The
problems associated with teaching loads are further magnified
by the fact that rural community colleges are often tied to
the same production criteria as are larger colleges in terms
of student credit hours generated. If the credit-contact
and weekly student contact formulas are inadequate for the
rural community college, some other method must be used in
determining teaching loads. I am suggesting that we must
look to the budgeting'formula and relate teach' loads
directly to this formula if we in the rural co nity
colleges are to make maximum use of our faculty and approach
equitable teacN.ng assignments for all faculty members.

,e'
Most state4-su po ted community colleges receive their

budget allocation oath basis of full-time equivalent (FTE)
students enrolled r pr jected to enroll. FTE's are the sum
of all axedit hourstge erated by the institution in a term
divided by a number ually 12 or 15) as determined by the
funding source. Once acommunity college receives its budget
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based on FTE's, it must then allocate faculty positions
'based on some formula. In most cases faculty positions are
allocated by the funding source in a way that directly links

them to the number of FET's generated by the college. In

the Virginia Community College System, faculty members are-
allocated on the basis of one for each 20 FTE's in the
occupational- technical and developmental areas. Yet in
Virginia'and in a number of other instances, when we con-
sider an individual faculty member's teaching load, we tend
to ignore the basis upon which funding is made and instedE
revert to one of the formulas (or some combination of the

two) discussed above.

In considering "New Responses to New Problems Facing
the Rural Community College," I believe we must directly
link teaching loads to the established fundihg formulas.
This is especially important as we-ace new problems in
balancing budgets and in decreasing enrollments. This
linking of the teaching load to the funding formula is
especially suited to the rural college that often does not
have the number -of Large classes needed to compensate fot

the disciplines which do not generate full teaching loads.
If we do bring about this link, I believe we will have a
realistic and workable approach for determining faculty

teaching loads in the rural community college. The follow-
ing approach, soon to be implemented at Mountain,Empire

.Community College (MECC), ba*ses faculty teaching loads on
the number of FTE's generated by each faculty member.

At MECC the following parameters are used in determin-
ing teaching loads each quarter.

a. 12 to 15 credit hours;
b. 15 to 20 contact hours;
c. 3 to 4 preparations; and
d. FTE's generated (credit hours times student

'enrollment divided by 15.),

(1) For faculty members who teach more than half
of their courses in university-parallel or
support areas, the range will be from 16 to
24 FTE's. .

(2) For faculty teaching more than half of their
courses in the occupational-technical and
developmental areas, the range will be from
12 to 18 FTE's.

Since there are other variables such as new prepara-
tions, the following forms will serve as examples of what

a realistic teaching load might look like when FTE's gener-
ated play a key role.

'

4

Using this approach, teaching overloads are based on
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FACULTY TEACHING LOAD

QUARTER. NAME

SAMPLE NO. 1

BLANK FORM

1

COURSE

2

NEW
PREP.

..-
3

DIFF.
PREP.

LEC.
HRS.

5

LAB.
HRS.

6

CONT.
'HRS.
(4+5)

7

CREDIT
HRS.

8 #
,

STU.
ENROLL.

#

9
STU.
CREDIT
HRS.
(7x8) .

TOTALS

1. FTEs (student credit hours divided by 15)

15 r----
2. Credit Hours

Unadjusted credit hours
Number of preps. in excess of.4
Number of preps. less than 3
New preps.

Total adjustments .----
Adjusted Credit Hours

3. Contact Hours

I.

Contact hours in excess of 20
Office hours required

1 1

x 1.00 =
x .50 =
x .50 =

FTE Generation: Minimum Maximum' Actual
Number in excess of maximum Number less`than minimum

Overload: Under load:

4. Special Assignment -

I

Faculty Member Signature Division Chairman Signature Date
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FACULTY TEACHING LOAD

NMI

SAMPLE NO. 2

Faculty Position F4nded

on 15 to 1 FTE Ratio

QUARTER Fall, 1974

1

COURSE

2

NEW
PREP..

3

DIFF.
PREP.

4

LEC.
HRS.

5

LAB.
HRS.

6

CONT.
HRS.
(4+5)

7

CREDIT'
HRS.

8

STU.
ENROLL.

9
STU.
CREDIT

.HRS.
(7x8).

AIRC 12 1 2 2 4 3 22 66°

AI RC 31 1 1 N2 1 3 2 22 44

AIRC 54 1 1 2 3 5 3 22 66

AIRC 99 1 2 4 6 3 22 66

. .

. .

TOTALS 2 4 8 10 18 1 - . .

1. FT Es (student credit hours divide by 15)
16.1

1512:12
2. Credit Hours

11
Unadjusted credit hours
Number of preps. in excess of 4
Number of preps. less than 3
'New preps.

Total adjustments
. Adjusted Credit Hours

3- Contact Hc; tirs

16

0 x

x

x

1.00 = 0
.50 = --Q_
.50 = 1

1

12 1

Contact'hours in excess of 20
Office hours required 10'

>.

FTE Generation: Minimum 12 Maximum 18 Actual 16

Niimber in excess of maximum 0 Number less thdt, minimum 0

Underload:Overload: 0

4. Special Assignment

Faculty Member Signature Division Chairman Signature Date
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. FACULTY TEACHING LOAD

NAME

SAMPLE NO. 3
Faculty Position Filn
on 20 to 1 Ratio

QUARTER Fall, 1974

1

COURSE 4,

2
4

NEW
PRE

3

D.IFF.
"PREP.

4

LEC.
HRS.

5

LAB.
HRS.

6

CONT.
HRS.
(4+5)

7

CREDIT
HRS.

8

STU..
.ENROLL.

9
STU.
CREDIT
HRS.
(Jx8)

HIST 101 1 3 0 3 3 15 45

HIST 101 3 0 3 3 30 90

HIST 111 1 3 0 3 3 25 75

HIST 111 3 0 ' 3 3 26 78

SOSC 100 1 4 0 4 4 30 120

-t
TOTALS t 0 3

,
16 0 16 16 126 408

Y,

1. FTEs (student credit hours divided by 15)
27.2

1514(5i-
2. Credit Hours

Unadjusted credit hours 16
Number of preps. in excess of 4 0 x 1.00 = 0
Number of preps. leis.than 3 0 x .50 = - 0
New preps. g x .50 = 0

0

4

27

Total adjustments
Adjusted Credit Hours

3. Contact Hours
1 16 1

16

Contact hours in excess of 20 0
Office hours required 10

%,

FTE Generation: Minimum 16 Maximum 24 Actual 27

Number in excess of maximum 3 Number less than minimum 0

Underload: 0Overload: 3 FTEs

4. Special Assignment

fEaculty Member Signature Division Chairman Signature
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FACULTY TEACHING ,OAD

QUARTER Fall, 1974NAME

SAMPLE NO. 4
Faculty Position Funded
on 15 to 1 Ratio.

1

COURSE

2

NEW
PREP.

3

DIFF.
PREP.

4

LEC.
HRS.

5

LAB.
HRS.

CONT..
HRS.
(4+5)

7

.,

CREDIT
HRS.

8
1I'

STU.
ENROLL.

9
STU.
CREDIT
HRS.
(7x8)

ARTS 111 1 3 0 3 3 21 63

CRFT 1-21 1 2 8 10 9 45

CRFT 225 1 3 9 12 7, 4 28

TOTALS 0 - 3 8 17 25 1 34 136

---7- 1. FTE-sittudent credit hours divided by 15)
9.1

15 F1R---
2. Credit Hours

Unadjusted credit hours . 15
Number of preps. in excess of 4 0 x 1.00 = 0
Numb& of preps. less than 3
New preps.

0
0 x .50 = Cx .50 = - 0

0

I .9

Total adjustments
Adjusted Credit Hours

3. Cont t Hours
E 25 1

15

contact hours in excess of 20 5
Office hours requited

FTE Generation: Minimum 12 Maximum 18 Actual 9

Number in excess of maximum 0 Number less than minimum a
Overload: 0 Underload: 3

4. Special Assignment

Teach a 2 credit hour ceramics course in eveoing.

Faculty Member Signatur

\ .

Division Chairman Signature Date
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\
FACULTY TEACHING LOAD

NAME QUARTER

SAMPLE 0 5

Faculty' sition Funded
'on 20 to 1 FTE Ratio

Fall '1974

_
1

COURSE

2

)
NEW
PREP.

3

'
DIFF.
PREP.

4

LEC.
HRS.

5

LAB.
HRS.

6

CONT.
HRS.
(4+5)

7

CREDIT
HRS.

ST .

ENRLL.

9
STU.
CREDIT

(7x8).

ECON 160 1 1 . 3 0 3 3 i7 51

GOVT 18C 1 1 3 0 3 ' 3 15 45

GO 281 1 1 3 0 3 3 012 36

S I101 1 1 3 0 3 i6 48

S CI 201 . 1 1 3 0 1 3 15' , 45

IP
TOTALS 5 F 15 .. 0 15 15 75 225

1. FTEs (student credit hours divided by 15)
15

151 225

2. Credit Hours
Unadjusted credit hours
Number of preps. in excess of 4
Number of preps. less than 3
New preps.

Total adjustments
Adjusted Credit Hours

3. Contact Hours r 15

15
1

0
5

Contact hours in excess of 20
Office hours required

0
10

15

x 1.00 = 1

x .50 = 77-
x .50= ES

3.5

FTE Generation: Minimum 16 Maximum 24 Actual 15

Number in excess of maximum 0 Numberless than minimum 1

Underload: 0Overload: . 0

4. Special Assignment

No special assignment due to excessive adjusted credit hours.

-cr

Faculty Member Signature Division Chairr'nan Signature Date



the number of FTE's generated indltess of the established

maximum. Faculty members in university-parallel and
AL3222Atar,eas will be authorized overload pay if the total
FTE's for the academic year exceed 72; those in the occupa-
tional-technical and developmental areas will be paid an
overload if the total FTE's generated exceed 54. This is
in contrast to the present plan of basing overload payments
On credit hours in excess of 4'5. The amount of overload pay
will be determined' by the number of FTE's generated in

excess of the maximum. Overload pay at MCC is based en
part-time faculty rates. Computations are made on a pro-
portional basis relating an individual's full-time pay.scale
to the college's part-time pay scale. For example, if a
faculty member's current pay is 80% of the maximum for the
rank, 80° of the maximum of the part-time scale for the rank

is paid for teaching overloads. . _

Teaching underloads-exist when faculty members generate
less than tthe minimum number of FTE's'for which they are.
funded. In such cases, the faculty members will be given-an
equitable share of the college's workload through additional

,
assignments. (for example, another course or euivalent
activity in the current or a later quarter) ag

q
determined

by the Division Chairman and approved by the Dean of Instruc-
tion.,

Some advantages of this. approach are as follows:

--It is more realistic, since teaching loads are linked
directly to the funding base of the college.

--Flexibility is provided, thereby recognizing that some
faculty members will not generate the FTE's 'for whidh
they are funded whereas others will exceed the funding
basis. This permits a college-wide'FTE generation that

, meets the budget requirements of the college.

--Each quarter the individual faculty member and administra:--

tion can readily see the number of F.TE's generated by the
instructor.°-,A clear picture is presented of programs and
courses. This, of course, can be accomplished in other ,

ways such, as using a' omputer. HoWever, this method is
convenient and each faculty member is aware of his rela-
tionship to the funding base without having to convert
credit hours or weekly student hours to FTE geneiation.

--This approach provides.for more effective planning since
additional assignments can be made if it is detgtmined
that an underlgad exists. If -a pattern of low production
emerges, it cariNthen be determined whether a course or
curriculum should be continued.' .., 0

-- Psychologically, relating FTE generation to the_coVege

,,
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budget /should be an incentive for-,faculty members to see
that their program or courses are productive.

--When.an overload occurs,, 'the instructors will have an
opportunity to earn additional pay for their extra 44*.
This can affect faculty members in the social sciences,.
humanities, and business areas, who, in many cases "carry'
other areas'of the college without being cotpensated for
the additional work.

11

, 4
1

--Finally, and this brings me to the next part of my
presentation', by letting each faculty member know that
he is expedted to carry his'share of the teaching load,
the faculty member will better understand the need to
teach courses during the day and evening hqurs, thereby,
integrating the tots faculty with the total instructional
program.

i

,r

,

A

Some Philospphical Considerations
or t.

One Colaege, One Faculty

If the foregoing approach is to, besuccessall in
determining faculty teaching loads, some adjustments will
have to be made in scheduling full-time faculty, If full-
time faculty members teach most of their claSseS, during the
day and leave the teaching of evening.course.g4to.part-time
faculty, it will be practically impossible fa the majority
of the facultyto generate the minimum number,of FTE's at
rural community colleges. Many rural,community.cofleges-
pay;lip service .to offering the same "qualitk". instruction,
in their evening programs as they do in the day, whe'r'eas,;
in reality, much of this instruction is often done by persons
who would not be employed by the college4bn a full-time basis,
This does not mean-- do not have some outstanding part -time
'faculty members at most of our colleges, for we dO: It does
mean that we have failed to involve.fully the*regular teaching,
faculty"in the total instructional pro%.am of-the college.
The .results aie thdt we tend,to haye .two ,faculties
regular faculty and the continuing edudation faculty -- rather
than one faculty which is involved in 'the college's total
instructional program. If the movement toward community-
based education continues to gain momentum, it becomes even
more important that the regular faculty ,become involved in
community-based instruction, for without this vital linkage
no community college can become truly community based.3

The Continuing education division has not, in most cases,
and especially in the smaller ruralcommunity bollegeS,, gained
equal status with the traditional'instructional program or
with.student,services. 'A continuation of this seems unrealis-
tic since more rand wjre of our students are part-time students
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who are
often-served by the college's continuing education

division. An important-questioni,Aaand one that'we need to
answer, is why continuing educatiOh has not achieved a
major role in many community colleges. There appear to be
two basic reasons why continuing education has never achieved
its full potential. First, continuing education has never
received adequate financing from many state legislatures or
from the individual " college itself; secondly, continuing
education has never been brought into the mainstream Of the
college's instructional program, but instead lingers on the
periphery and consequently is unable to satisfactorily link
the eddcational process'of the institution to the entire
community.

,

In many colleges, the line between the regular instruc-
tional program and continuing education is too harshly drawn.
It is not usual to find a department of continuing education
with its own faculty which rarely, if ever, draws upon the
resources,of the entire faculty. On the other hand, faculty
members who each in the regular curriculum programs often
feel little ,or no obligation to teach courses in the college's
continuing 'education program. This gap can be bridged both
philosophically and economically if a portion of all faculty
members' time is devoted to the continuing education program.
Assuming a faculty member's teaching load is fifteen credit
,hours, would it not be feasible to-allocate a portion of
this time to continuing education? I believe that it would-
indeed. This can be accomplished in the following manner.

As a part.of-their assignment, all faculty.membes
would automatically have 20% of th4r-time assigned to the
division-of continuing education. For example, if a faculty

\*.4tmember is assigned fifteen' credit hours, one three-credit
thour course or its equivalent would be allocated to contin-
.,1.1ing education. This 20% commitment on the part of each
*faculty member might vary from college to college; however,
,this commitment would insure that the Dean of Continuing

ucation would no longer have to go with "hat in hand" to
the instructional div'isibn to see it anyone happened to be

4v,ailable to teach a course in comm nity services. Instead,
,:trie continuing education division would-be responsible for
az'15-Sitgning one-fifth of-the instructor's teaching load and
the.instructional division would assign four-fifths. On the
financial side, all fadulty members would be more apt to
generAte their required FTE's. This by no means implies

, doing away with Part-time_faculty; however, it would reduce
a.collAge's reliance on them.

N

1.12

ideally this situation should present the college with
an opp;.irtunity to link p4rt-time faculty members more strongly
with the philosophy of the college and full-time faculty more

i' closely with the community How can this be done? Often the
part-tiMe faculty member teaches in the outreach program or\J

.1
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in the evening program'on campus. In effect, this means

that part-time students are constantly exposed to part-
time faculty members and that part-time faculty members
rarely teach students in full-time curriculums. The results

often are that part-time students rarely receive instruction

from the regular faculty members who are familiar with the
goals and objectives of the college. 'On the other hand, full-

time students rarely receive instruction from the banker, the
attorney, and others who are not full-time faculty members.
Furthermore, asreferred to earlier, since there is often

a scarcity of part-time instructors in rural areas, the
college can perhaps persuade community-minded professional
people, to teach a course during their regular workday, where-

as they often find night teaching less desirable. The roles

should be interchangeable: full-time faculty members should
be teaching 4n the outreach programs and in the evening
program and Ahe part-time faculty member should be teaching
students from the regular curriculums. I see several advan-
tages,resulting from this approach.

--the part-time faculty members are now teaching a

"regular" course. Consequently, they will be using
the course of study, goals, and objectives established

.
for the course by the college. While this in no way
negates the value of bringing new views, new methods,
and a new personality into the college community, it
will insure that the part-time faculty member is more

closely aligned with the college and its objectives.;

--the fli.111-time ent is exposed to the banker,
attorney, or someone else who in his mind is not
associated/with the college. The views of the
"outsder---should be valuable to the students
who normally hear only thelliews of the regular
faculty.

-an excellent way of getting to know the Community
is through teaching its adult members. This is .

accomplished when regular faculty members devote
a portion of their energies to the evening student.

47
-the regular faculty members, through teaching them,
will become increasingly aware of the value of the
contributions (both in regard to funding and educa-

tional) of the part-time student,

-regular faculty members, through dealingwith a group
of students.made up of people other than the recent
high school graduate, are encou 'ng that segment

,..ier-1of society which may well cons /t itute the major source
of community college students in the, future.

k.

Ay presentation has dealt with some highly'sensitive
.1(
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areas in the operation of a rural community college; how-

eyer, if we are to indeed provide "New Responses to New

Problems . . .," we must pal with both the practical and

philosophical aspects of aculty teaching loads.

Footnotes

discussion of some of the approaches and prob-

lems to faculty workloads see John Lombardi, Faculty

Worklo opical Paper Number 46, ERIC/Clearinghouse for

Junior Colleges, Octobe., 1974.

2
.

Ibid., pp. 2, 4, 11.

3For snore detailed discussion of involving the full-

time faculty in community services see George B. Vaughan,

"A President's Formula: Involving the Entire Faculty in

Community Services," Community College Review (March, 1975)

pp. 48-52. Parts of the remainder of this presentation are

taken from this article.
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EXTENDING FUNDING BASES FOR THE RURAL COLLEGES:

STATE RESOURCES

The major problems of financing rural community college
programs from the state point of view may be summarized as
focused upon five major concerns:

1. One concern is the higher costs per student which
result from small size. Some costs are constant,
e.g., basic administration, basic campus operational
costs, basic)teaching resources. It.is obvious that
these costs, when allocated on a per student basis,
result in more funds required for each of 500 stu-
dents than similar allocation for each of 5,000 stu-
dents. It is also obvious that a smaller college
will generally have smaller classes,. especially in
programs which are not part of the basic general
education offerings. Therefore, a faculty member
whose salary is a constant will cost twice as much
per student during a classroom contact hour for 10
students as he would for 20 students.

Many colleges have become aware of the greater cost,
efficiency they could achieve for their instructional
costs by merely raising the student-teacher ratio up-
wards by two or three students. It simply is.not
possible to accomplish this cost efficiency in small
institutions. The obligation for educational oppor-
tunity remains the same, however, whether the insti-
tution enrolls 10,000 or 1,000 students. Size, then,
is a major concern.

2. A second concern is the gap between philosophy and
action. We have heard the community college objec-
tives, goals, purposes defined upon many occasions.
We "know" what the institutional obligations are!
However, only a very few states provide financial
suppo or community colleges in a manner which
encou ag s or even permits implementation of that
philos phy. Funds are provided in most states by
some ype of allocation formula which is based upon
a'fu 1 time equivalent student. FTE's are usually
based upon a credit hour enrollment total often,;
divided by 15 or 30 or.12 or 24 depending'upon the
historical development in a given state. It is dif-
ficult to measure the job of a community college
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solely in terms of credit hours, unless you forget
this institution's basic commitment as well as its
philosophical heritage. The gap between what the
role assignment may be and what the allocation o
resources actually is just seems too great a dis-
tance in almost every state.

3. Another concern which cannot be easily overcome
is the increasing trend toward sate domination
in financing and decision making. The limited tax
resources at the local level has caused continued
and increasing dependence upon state allocations.
In most states (with one or two notable exceptions),
this increasing dependence upon the state has
resulted in more and more outright control from
state bureaucracy. Required state level curriculum
approvals, and bureaucratically established state
enforced limitations, result in state inhibitions
Placed upon institutional actions. These have been
the directions of state controls more often than
otherwise. When local financing was a part of the
support pattern, a community could decide to carry.
on a course or, a program which was deemed to be
desirable by local people through local taxation.
When major or total support comes from the state,
there is no local backlog upon which to depend.
The result is often to make some activities "self
sustaining" -- or, in other words, supported by a-
,",use tax" on the student called tuition.

In similar fashion, state legislatures may take
active control over institutional pollicy by pro-
viding or withholding appropriations. In this
instance, state control is direct and effective.

One result of this-action which affects the.rural
colleges, in particular, is the attempt to Make
all colleges alike. This fitting of institutions
into a preconceived mold operates very unfavorably
upon the small rural college. It forces personnel
into carrying out jobs for which they may not be
well prepared; it places emphasis upon programs
and curricula which may not appropriately fit the
situation in every instance; and it provides no
resources for programs or activities which are
needed in one locality but not in another.

4 A fourth concern is the inability to carry out
activities which do not achieve an economy of
scale. Institutional'research is the major basis
for long range planning and short range planning
as well. It is most'difficult for most rural
colleges to employ an institutional research officer.
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Financial aids have become a complicated business.
Can one small college afford a top level financial

,:aid expert? One could name more than a dozen
spec alizations which can only be classified as
part time in the small rural college, --- thereby
becoming financially'unfeasible and hence more
often than not neglected.

5. A fifth and obvious concern is °Ile of quality. It

is admittedly much more difficult to obtain a truly .

high quality program on the funds provided for
colleges with double the enrollments of the small

rural college. Therefore, the state funding often
causes a situation with less quality for those who
live in nonurban areas. There is nothing fair
about this. In fact, the availability of the col-
lege itself may be precarious in rural areas.

In summary, the five major concerns which motivate
decisions relating to financing community colleges from the

point of view of the state are:

1. The higher costs resulting from small class size.

2. The gap between the philosophy and its implemen-

tation.
3.. The tendency toward state bureaucratic and legis-

lative domination.
4. The limitations upon needed college responsibilities

for certain special activities.
5. The boundaries of quality development.

There is no universal answer to these. We need to share
our experiences with others.
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EXTENDING FUNDING BASES FOR RURAL COLLEGES:
FEDERAL RESOURCES

The federal mystique which is often associated with
larger' institutions' abilitiSeto tap federal resources is
often somewhat overwhelming to the smaller institution whose
administrators, faculty, and staff carry a much larger pro-
portion of the responsibility for the total institution's %

on-going efforts.

It is important to realize, however, that the smaller
institution, the rural institution, is often only a micro-
cosm of the larger urban institution. As such, the similar-
ities (and differences) are not necessarily mandatory to
the success of the institution's involvement with federal
agencies anti their fund disbursements.

If you are operating within this microcosm (if that is
an appropriate, analogy), you have many strengths upon whiCh
to draw. Recognizing that all generalities are false,
let's deal in generalities for a moment and identify some
of your particular strengths as a smaller rural institution.
First, you are a close integral part of your community with
a recognized leadership role. Secoffdly, you have great
potential as a cultural enrichment center within your com-
munity. Third, you have an opportunity to directly serve
your area as an initiator/facilitator of economic develop-
ment.

There are, of course,
them -- but how do you relat
your institution and then tr
formula for action?

ther strengths .a/long list of
these to additional funds for

nslate those strengths into a

You have probably identified, at one time or the other,
those activities which you consider to be first and foremost
needs.' Being an integral part of your larger community, the
probability is that you have also identified needs that you
could meet for the community per se.

The sources of funds that are available to you to assist
in meeting your needs is long and varied. Identified needs,
then, are the first part of a formula for action. I will
provide a list of potential sources; however, at this point,
suffice it to say that the second part' of the formula would
be needs flowing into sources. The' third part is an obvious
one, and that is the matching of the needs with the pote,htial
sources. Once you hove been able to do this, then you can
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proceed towards action. You can proceed with conceptual-
izing ideas which have the meeting of your basic needs as
their trust. Following the identification of ideas, it is
up to you to make contacts in order to get input into the
validity and the workability of,any one idea.

The. next' step (and one which is frequently overlooked)
is the explanation of the idea or plan to your community
leaders in order to solicit their support.

When r suggest broad sharing discussion and the request
for input into a project or.plan-of action, it always
reminds me of a story about a schOol superintendent
In working with a new principal, the superintendent gave the
principal some advice. It'seemed that the ,principal's.
hardest ,.task was to present a requestifor funds to the
schOol board and to appear before the community funding hi-
erarchy with new program requests. The school superinten-
dent advised him that before he sent anything to anybody,
he ought to pay a visit to the school janitor and let him
hear \the plan and respond to it. The'superintendent's
point was that the janitor, who had lived his entire life
in the town, had a far more sensitive finger on the pulse
of public opinion than did either principal or the superin-
tendent himself. And, the superintendent added, the only
time that the janitor had ever given him bad advice was
when the man's desire for a new furnace outweighed his
knoviiedgeaboutthetownspeoples'attitude.about an increase
in spending.

The 'story makes two points. The first one is that too
many good ideas have been defeated because the sponsors did
not take the time to explain their plans and to get the
support of the community leaders. The second point is that
the initiator of a plan always must weigh opinions of others
against his own perception of the situation,

If the request for funding does not "fly", it may mean
that the initiator has simply not done an adequate job of
describing the importance of the need, that the program
itself does, not really answer that need, and/or, that the
initiator has not talked to the right people.

The key factor in any formula Or action related to -
federal grantsmanship or the receipt of federal funds is
communication nd coordination. The federal legislative
base for the .ority of the funded programs have a state
level and, i ny instances, a local regional planning
level that must"becontacted in order to secure federal
support for individual projects.

But where do you start in examining appropriate legis-
lative bases? Most of'you are very familiar with a wide
variety of federal programs 'which have impacted on your



institUtdons. If they ware categorized in a simple listing,
the chances are you will have had contact with several of
them. For today's purposes, however, let me review my list
with you, with the possibility that you have not considered
several sources which may hold potential for'your institu-
tion. These include:

(1) The Department of Agriculture
(2) The Department of Commerce
(3) The Department of Defense
(4) The Department of He41th, Education and Welfare
(5) The Department of Housing and Urban Development

(Note: Community development projects may be
financed under new federal revenue sharing legis-
lation. The main exception is that no construc-
tion of college. facilities are allowable).

As enacted January 1, 1975, the Housing and Community
Development Act replaces a number of older programs including
Urban Renewal, Model Cities, Water and Sewer Facilities, Open
SpaceLand and Rehabilitation and Public Facilities loans.

4
The local regional planning districts and the local

government units are involved. However, proposals are being
entertained by the following from two-year colleges for
services offered:

(6) The Department of the Interior
(7) Thel)DepartmeiL of Justice
(8) The Pepartmenlhof Labor
(9) The Depattment of 'Transportation

(10) The Appalachian Regional Commission
(11) The National Science Foundation
(12) The Office of Economic 'Opportunity
(13) The Water Resources, Council
(14) The Environmental Protection Agency

In order to discriminate effectively betWeen several
available sources of funds, it is helpful to have aseries
pt questions or basic procedures which will serve as a basis
of decision-making and that will, if nothing else, provide
a process of elimination. The following series of procedures
OT questions should provide an indication as to whether or
not the particular funding source being approached is the
best potential supporter of educational needs:

1. Study the legal base,. Initial questions ,usually
are answered by a study of the actual law which
mandates the availability of the funds. Copies may
be obtained from local congressional representatives'
offices in the case of governmental funds. Founda-
tions'and other private sources have similar legal,
or corporational.guides which control their fund
releases.
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2. Guidelines. Study the published guidelines which
are available at no cost from the individual
governmental agencies and address the limitations,
data/research requirements, the format of the actual
writing, etc. A description of the intent'of the
law is ordinarily provided as'are any restrictions,
requirements for qualifications, limitations of
funds, personnel and/or activities. Federal,
regional and/or state program officers may be
indicated for advisory purposes.

3. Determine the total funds available. In the case of
governmental,fUnds, it is important to dist4guish
between the amount legislAted and the atountcappro-
priated. If the total funds available to a particu-
lar agency are limited this will usually determine
the size of the average grant. It is also helpful
to know the percentage.ofgawards in relation to the
number of requests made to the agency in order to
judge the competition factor.

4. How are funds allocated? Answers to the folloiving'
questions are important: Are they formula or
discretionary, grants? Are they awarded through-
state agency or directly to the institution from
federal agency? Is there regional or state office

' control? Does a state educational agency have
"sign-off" responsibilities?

5. What is the usual funding time period? Determine
whether the usual length of time is for one year,
three years, or five years.

6. Requirements,for matching funds. The level of
federal orgovernmental support may impose restric-
tions on the institution and may create more finan-
cial problems than the grant will offset. Some
federal grants require as much as fifty percent °
matching funds from local or state sources. Others
have no Matching requirements. If there is a
matching requirement is it actual outlay, or is it
in kind, and so forth?

7. Size of the average award. If the typical grant is
$10,000 and the project under consideration is cal-
culated at $100,000, it is obvious that a different
source of.support should be sought.

8. Grant awardees. Most of the federal agencies and
many of the private foundations publish a listing
of the current year's grant recipients. It is
advisable to study the characteristics of the insti-
tutions and the titles Of their funded projects as
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an aid in determining the appropriateness of the
project and individual institution's competitive
possibilities. The agency priorities are often
reflected rather clearly in the desdriptions of
the typical grant and its recipient.

9. Deadlines. The final date for proposal or applica-
tion submission should hp checked early. The
actual writing of the project description may only
take a few days of concentrated effort, but plan-
ning, information collection, and the totality of
the decision-making inherent within 4e proposal

\ development may require many months.

10. Budget and allocation of funds. Since budgeting
is a prime consideration, it is important to know
when and how much of the total grant will be avail-
able to the grantee. Delays in receipt of funding,
are not unheard of, and if this possibility is
anticipated and the length of delay is included in
the planning, large initial costs to,the institu-
tion may be avoided. Consider the federal agencies'
budgeting procedures. Accounting procedures are
often complex or inflexible to the point that'an
extremely large project may be, unwieldly in the
demands it places on the institution's business
office.

11. Continuation of,programs. One of the initial con- -

siderations should be feasibility. of underwriting
the program after a funding announcement has been
received and contractual agreements fulfilled. '

The institution must evaluate its ability to provide
funds from other sources to support the continuance
of the program or see its way clear to assume the
continued support, assuming the nature of the pro-
ject is such that it 'is to be anon -going effort.

12. Interrelated/Sources. Dependent upon the nature ok
the project under consideration, it may be feasible-
to solicit and support from multiple sources
imultaneoUsly: This approach has several inherent

e
roblems. ,If, r for example, the total request in-

volves separat but interrelated proposals from
multiple sources, there will be a difference in ,-
deadlines, in the,application procedures and the
award dates. The success of'the projctonay be in'
jeopardy if it is dependent on funds from three
sources, for example, and only two (or one) of the
agencies review the proposal favorably Sand award the
funds.

13. Contract the funding, agency program officers. This

O
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may be the single most effective means of deter-
mining whether or not the project idea is compat-
ible with any one particular source of support.
While .they will not be able to assure actual
funding, they are usually willing to provide tech-
nical assistance and give indications of fUnding
prioritieSif approached well in advance of'dead-
lines.

r
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Very good! I see, from our response, quite a
few institutions have alr y.taken advantage/of,this
alternative and therefore there is no reason for me to spend
time outlining it. ForthoSe of you whO,have/not yet explored
.the use of creating .a foundation for your'ipStitution, take
dvantage of others in attendance who'have already done so.

%Lea more.about the strengths and obstacles to such an
y appro chrduring, informal discussions at the coffee break or
12 during the,discussio'n'sessions.:

'How many o:S/ou have begun deliberate campaigns to
at,tiactjri4ate.gifts for the college, either through subtle
Andire:ct,diseussion with community inflUentials akg through
detiterately planned campaigns')

.

EXTENDING FUNDING BASES FOR RURAL COLLEGES:/
ALTERNATIVE SOURCES

Now that Bonny Franke and Jim Wattenbarger have given
us a Picture of sources of funds from state and federal
levels, we can see the "good news" and "bad news" aspects
of depending upon public funds for the support of rural
community colleges over the next five or ten years. Before
Il5resent my ideAs on a most underdeveloped and seldom
understood source of support for your institution, let me
review what I will not be telling you.

Let me see a show of hands from thoie'of you who have
established a foundation at 'our institution where funds
from interested citizens and organizations within yoUr
service area can provide student financial aid or pupport
special programs or even'purchase capital eguipmen't....

,

Veiy.gootl,! 'Obviously, a number of your institutions
have ,recognized importance of a community-based institu-
tion being, viewed as'an appropriate receptacle for donations
and gifts, Ayumber of,institutions have been able to con -`

_;struct badly.needed facilities through such efforts because
the pub-1,,ic,has come "to accept the fact that community colleges

'cannot sievelop totally and at the desired rate when they .are ,

totally dependent upon sta.te.and federal funds.

2 .

. ,

. How many Of you have begun to contract for services ak
-kograms with .a profit reflected in the administrative

overhead? For.examplet how many. of you faith computers Rave;
step fit.to contract with small companies or businesses to

.
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provide computer services? Or, how many of you have
developed a special training program for an industry or
business with an administrative overhead factor figured
in to produce some support for your institution*"

Excellent! This is a growing alternative to broad-:
ening the service base of,the rural community college.
It is an area which many urban community colleges have
been using for several years, but appropriately developed,
it can be most beneficial to the rural community college
as well.

Now, how many of you have been merchandising--,that is,
how many of you have looked for the profits from vending
machines or established sales of student-,produced products
or have rented a facility when appropriate and thus gener-
ated additional funds?

Fine! I see from the show of hands that several of
you have used this technique. I'm sure many of you presi-
dents have found the merchandising alternative very important,
to your ability to entertain visiting dignitaries or'provide
a reserve fund to advance the image of, the frnstitution.

Now finally, let me ask, how many of "yoga have been
"beating the system?" You know what I mean, for most.
institutions have to examine the'formUla-funding approaches

4'.&\ and the provisions restricting reimbursement to'credit hours
when many educational programs and services of,non-credit
variety-could appropriately be described as credit-equivalent.
How many of you have examined the Alternative for broadening
the services of your institution through "beating the system?"

Well, it's obvious from this response that rural com-
..munity college leadership is very-aware of,the variety of
alternatives that must beased in making an institution
responsive tmoerve its community. Because many of you have
been using one or more of these alternatives, I'm not going
to tell you about them nor take- any time to discuss them
further. I would urge you to introduce any of them as a
topic of discussion during the work sessions for those of
you wh6 individually might be interested in learning more
about them.

My discussion this afternoon will be focused upon a
missing link in the institutional resource system which
would describe as "volunt-arism." College and university'
offdcials'concerned with institutional resources have little
difficulty',4,finding literature dealing with systems
approaches f!br better institutional\panagement. Admonitions
that-better resource allocation and utilization is the only
hope for colleges andtuniversities can be found in nearly
every 1,ssue of professiOnal journals: The array of problems

e
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confronting higher education ranges from the avalanche-like

descent of the status of higher education in the eyes of

the public and in the priorities of the legislator to.the

pressures of inflation and declining purchasing power.

Educational planners and forecasters predict a decline in

the most important indicator of teacher economic support

when relating birth rates and resultant numbers of high

school graduates in Classes which have not yet entered fhe'

kindeigarten or first grades. The inflation rate contrasted

with appropriations patterns has led the Carnegie Commission

to caution college and university officials to use greater

imaginative ways to meet the future needs for financial

resources.' In 1971, the Academy for Educational Development,

Inc. surveyed practices being used to meet the financial

crisis confronting institutions throughout the country.

The Academy developed a report entitled 319 WAYS COLLEGES

AND UNIVERSITIES ARE MEETING THE FINANCIAL PINCH. Retrench-

ment of personnel, reduction of programs and services,

maintenance and operation economies, elimination of athletic

programs or extra curricular activities were among the

schemes being used. Not one of the 319 approaches, however,

utilized the volunteer as a means of maximizing resources.J-

Indeed, the literature of higher education is silent On the

,potential of voluntarism as part of institutional resources.

The Carnegie Commission Study used the term voluntary but

in an entirely different Context when it called for

conditions that (a) draw forth a maximum of.-voluntary effort

at a high level of competence and (b) achieve effective use

of resources."
O

Voluntarism Defined: 'The popularity of volunteer work
throughout'the nation was highlighted by a September 1974

article in the U,S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT entitled: "Helping

People--An American Custom 'on the Rise." That article

Observed that volunteers.have been one of the hallmarks of

the democratic society in which we live. Whether neighbors

responding to'a barn-raising event, or men and women serving

as scout leaders, or young people responding to military

requirements of a national defense emergency, the spirit of

the volunteer to serve a need or cause has not died as sorie

have lamented. The magazine article documented a rise in

the number nd sc pe of vdluntary actions during recent years. .

Whi e higher education has not examined the volunteer

as a phenomenon worthy of study, social scientists have

examined the implications of citizen participation and

action. Thelen-notes, "When. citizens get together and share

idea's and feelings, they tend to shake off their apathy and

'become ready for work. When they deal with problems they

feel strongly about, they improve the community and learn:

what it means to be citizens. The whole political and

friendship climate changes."3 This concept's fundamental to

community colleges--particularly rural-ones! The literature
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Suggests successful utilization of the volunteer m t be
related to a ,systematic approach whereby the org nization
is able to synchronize its, needs with the talent and com-

mitment of the volunteer. Voluntarism denote a system of
doing something by or relying upon voluntary ction.

Institutional Practices: In spite of the abse of any
,theory or system for use of volunteers in highe education,

'numerous examples volunteer action can be noted. Members

of the boards of rustees or advisory committees for the
college or univer ity are volunteers who give of their time

and talent by choi e or consent. All too frequently, how-
ever, their true p teptial is under utilized. Administrators
and faculty often eminisce on the dynamic response and con-
tribution of a tizen committee or bo4rd during the early
years of establ shment of the .community college or of a n w
educational program but uniquisitively conclude interest
and effort wane after the enterprise had become operational
as a natural phenomenon.. Usually, however, such apathy can
be traced directly to the shift in the posture of adminis-
trators or,faculty who inadvertently or deliberately cease
to view the citizen group as an integral part and indispens-
able ingredient to the enterprise. Once initiated, the need
for he volunteer seehis to disappear with subsequent meetings

calle as a perfunctou obligation or "show and tell" exer-
cise, esulting in , diminishing interest and other symptoms
of det chment from the cause.

e communitecolleges have similarly activated alumni
group to mount a fund raising campaign or other heeded
drive for the institution only to have the zeal and effort
wane and deteriorate. .Too frequently, however, such alumni
groups have been exploited or manipulated on an ad hoc basis
rather than made to feel part of the enterprise. Use of
voluntary contributiOns and action as part of beautification
projects and additions to facilities or grounds have found
localartisans giving of their time and talents even *when no

direct institutional affiliation existed. Again, however,
short-sightedness or abuses have led to disillusionment arid

haphazard support.

Requirements of Voluntarism: In order to have a'successfUl
program of volunteer action'i, ,theSe must'be e systematic
plan which provides appropriate leaderstlip, training,
support, and evaluation of volunteer action. Whether the
volunteer is an individual ors a community group, it must
have a cause. Volunteer.ing'is an act of giving, a need s

to satisfy some of the higher level needs of the ipslft
0 hierarchy. Rural community colleges, therefore, ust under-

stand the requirement' of clearly enunciating the facets of
insti;tutional life which-can be served through the giving
of the volunteer.

6
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Haphazard voluntarism is the consequence of a piece-

meal or uncoordinated approach. Once a cause is identl,,,-

fied, an institution must conceive of a recruitment program

in order to identify the most appropriate volunteer resources

and to assure that "felt" mutual commitments can be achieved.

Voluntarism must be based upon wilAngness to work, not an

ideological cause which could gerTrate differences and

conflict. Recruitment is not enough, however, since many

volunteers still need the support of a training effbrt by

the institution. Many are willing to give but feel inade-

quate to make an appropriate contribution because they have

not had the experience. A task as mundane as volunteering

to collect tickets as a gatekeeper at an athletic- event can

be viewed as encompassing. obstacles by a willing and compe-

tent, but inexperienced, citizen. Nevertheless, suck an

indiNiidual, appropriately trained, not only can perforM,the

function, but also can identify as a direct supporter 'of

the institution.

Any systematic plan of voluntarism must consider the

fact that participation depends upon some form of reward.

Recognition i5 sufficient reward for many, while others

-' may find the symbology of a uniform,or a certificate or

( the status of a banquet or listing in a program as the type

of gratification needed for identity and satisfaction. A

systematic plan must also provide for quality control and
evaluation., If.the institution has outlined the priOrity

of its needs and requirements, it will have a base line for

analysis and evaluation.

Needed Institutional Approaches: I believe each of you can

be instrumental in bringing your college to approath volun-

tarism as a viable component of their resource base. The

!first requirement would be the establishment of a colle4e-

wide committee or council on volunteer action. This council

would serve as a steering committee and clearinghouse to be

.sure all areas of the institution are considered when

-designing strategies for volunteer action. The clearinghouse

function of the council would eliminate needless duplication

and serve. a means of evaluating the qualitative contrOpp-

tion of volunteers, whether individuals oiiiio,roups.

The initial step in launching a systematic.program would

be an assessment of existing' voluntary activities taking place

in (the institution. This is not all that complicated or dif-

ficult. Many faculty regularly Up volunteers as counselors

or advisors on career opportunities or as placement resource

personnel. Many libraries haus,used volunteers in processing,

cataloging of manning operations'of the library. Use of volun-

teers for special events, extra curricular activi ies,- and tom-
.

.
munity services is- alsd found in many institution but seldom

has, an institution-wide inventory been undertaken: For such

assessment, the council can then assess the opportunities
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or requirements for volunteer action identified by faculty
and staff. Drior to this phase, however, it would be
beneficial to have a public meeting when discussion could
deal with the goal's of voluntarism and assure all pro-
fessional staff that the use of volunteers would not be
to supplant existing positions or eliminate opporttinitsies
for student assistance. Volunteers would be 'utilized to
exp*and the services and programs of the institution instead.
The challenge before faculty and staff would be to be
imaginative and innovative in identifying avenues for
volunteer action to enrich the institution and its offerings-.

You each are sensitive to the fact that some faculty
and staff will be threatened by such a program unless pre-
cautions are taken to -make them aware that their self
interestsinterests are safe. But some of the insecurity will be
beneficial by forcing a few to "get chopping!' The third
step or phase involves the identification of volunteer
resources available to the college. A recruitment, screening,
and training strategy and pFogram would be necessary. In
order to assure systematic design and utilization, the identi-
fication of a single person to coordinate and direct the
voluntatism program would be necessaty. Whether a faculty
member or administrator 'released for a portionNof time
initially or employed on a'full time basis,' the director
would have ultim'ate responsibility for carrying out the
provisions of the institu'tion's plan.

The final step would relate to evaluation. and sub-
sequent,feedback to the institution. Benefits to the volun-
teer are as necessary as benefi he rural community

Neverthelessit is, essenti 1 that the quality of
volunteers be maintained at the highes possible level.

Summary:--Of the 319 ways identified by eh Adademy for
Educational Development to extend institutional resources,
voluntarism was not mentioned once. Rural community, colleges
which approach volunteer action as'a component of the total
resource systet of the- institution can anticipate not only
valuable benefits derived by contributed services, but can

t+
alsp.expect a synergistic identification by the volunteers
who become an, extension of and advocate for the institution.'
The broader and.more meaningful the volunteer action program
of the community college, the greater the potential for con-
tinued support and allegiance.

-co
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TECHNIQUES FOR FOSTERING CHANGE
THE RURAL TWO-YEAR COLLEGE

Thomas Kuhn once wrote: "What a man sees depends upon
what he looks at and also upon what his previous visual con-
ceptual-experience has taught him to see."' In dtder.to
understand the nature of the topic and potential techniques
for,bringing about change, one must have a blear perception
of modern rural America,--

The variety of,images held by indiv dgals is exeMpli-
fifed by the following three descriptions of rural life;

1. The sett is a small, poor dairy farm located
about twelve miles_from Johnson's Corners, popd1a-7----
tion 800, and 34 miles from Danville, the county
seat with a populatipn of 4,287. The farm,'which
is somewhat run down, was inherited from Grandfather
Adam Shaw. Mr.- Shaw cultivates about 75 acres of
his 95-acre farm. He grows corn and oats and about
one third of his prOductive land is otated with hay.
There are twenty milk-cows, twenty-rive pigs, a dog,
and,several cats. The farm is equipped with worn
and outdated machinery, a 1957.pickup truck and a
1961 sedan. The home furnishings are old and slip-
covered. Washing is'done on a wringer was er and
clothes are dried on the line. A new sewi machine
and foOd freezer were bought cm time payments., Mrs.
Shaw tends a garderi. The-family's chief recreation
is viewing their black-and-white television. The
Shaw's gross about $12,000 a_year and generally net
one third of this. John 'Shaw is in perpetual debt
for about $5,000. -He is a poor credit risk, having
to pay about 18 percent interest on loans.2

2. The setting is a mountain cabin located in the
Appalachians of West Virginia where a narrow valley
is bordered by two mountain ranges. The family,
which is composed Of mother, fatherAgrandparents,
and seven_ children,. rives on a dirt road two miles
from their nearest neighbor'. /The father works in
the coal mines and the remainder of the family farms
the. hillsides, near their home and raises afew
animals for food. The family purchases only those
items heeded=for 4prvival, although they'usually
havp a black-and-Oite T.V., a refrigerator, wringer

,

washing machine, and a used automobile. Social life
is primary with emphasis on church,Nschool, and
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:family. Values held in high esteem are generosity,
"frugality, honesty, loyalty, hard work, and relig-
ious conviction.

3. The setting is rural Texas, the location forthe
filming of the "Last Picture Show.". The family
lives in low-cost, poorly:maintained housing in a
town of 3,000 that has an increasing depopulation
factor. At least two members of the famiJiy work
in a local industry that depends on cheap un-skilled
labor. Although the 'bread winners" miss farming,
the new bureaucraticized'life of the factory con-
sumes their boredom and provides them with ley
for basic luxuries, such as tobacco and alco 1.

The youth escape the communiti through urban
migration. Basic economic and" pdlitical power is
concentrated in the hands of a few wealthy farmers
and businessmen in the community and nearby city.

E. h of these three iffales-OT-r-fital America-pr-esent
differi s needs and problems to be resolved as one seeks_
to ,provide meaning1131,edCational opportunity to --phe popu-
lace. Yet, the three images presented are biased toward
the lower social levels, and the ability to understand rural
society well enough to',experiment with change techniques is
further complicated by the vested interests of scattered
pockets of upper:-middle class, educated, wealthy person.
In spite of he location (South, Appalachia, or Midwest) and
'class structure, one can be sure that social change is already
altering th9.1ife style of rural citizens.

Several basic trends in Social change appear to be
developing throughout rural America. They'includ

lessediiqerence between urban and rural valt s,
2.. centralization of decision making in rural public

policy and agri-business, 4'
14. decline of primary relati9nships (locality and

family) and growth of secondary ones (business,.
in erest, government), ,

4. f wer farms and greater productivity as .urtrCand
r ral economic ties'grow closer.3

,The application of this knowledge of rural society to,,
the environment in which a two year College administrator must '
operate provides some of the necessary background for under-,
standing the changes that are desired and processes by which
they can-be achieved.

$

Understanding Social Change' in Rural Ameri4 ,

,
Social change is defined as a process over,a period of
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time that brings about shifts in social relationships.
Perhapg. the best example,of this process is the study by
James West entitled Plainville, U.S.A.. Between 1940-1955,
the people of this typical rural village entered into an
ever widening circle of awareness, particip4tion, and de-
pendency upon the surrounding urban world... This shift is
especially highlighted,if one examines the modern American
farm population and learns that it resembles modern urban
population more than it does the farm population of 1900.5
This type of change is inevitable and man's efforts-should
be directed toward underptanding it rather than attempting
to oppose it.

Change theory for rural development,' which Involves
more deliberate efforts to alter rural life, has generally
takpn the form of four apKoaches. The first involves a
bellef and process called amelioration. Individuals using
this approach .postulate that .life can berimproved and bur-,,
dens relieved, thereby justifying their change as a positive
social value. Mis onaries and newsmen if-this approach

ar- to 'change and have e blishea a reputation or zeal and
conviction in thpir work. -The second pro ess is volunteerism
or a very democratic self-help approach o community develop-
ment. This effort.depends heavily on lo al,'talent and
internal'efforts to educate and train in ividuals. The
third process involves the catalyst who., irects his partici-
pation or resources toward working,"with" rather than "for"
a community group. Usually, the individuals are specialists
who bring resources to thp.community, :gain acceptance and
provide the catalytic action for change. The fourth approach
involves a self-sacrifice concept where resources are redis-
tributed through a planned prwess. This large scale type
of generosity and willingness to share materialoresources°'
with fellow citizens is little.known in the modern'world.

Sbcial change, whether a natural force or a precess
manipkitated by man, must be. studied care'fully4n order to -
understand its impact on educat\ibn. Alvin Toffler, John
-Gardner and Charles Reich are but a few authors who have
addressed themselves to, these problems andttpffer'helpful
insights to'their,readers.

;

Change Elements that Utilize Institutional'ResoUrces

Human Potential

The most Valuable resource available eh rural two -year
colleges is the human potential of its employees. The indi-

.-..!viduals who staff the colleges in rural communities offer a
tremendous amount of technical expertise'and leadership that
is not u7ally available outside the college. Fre4uently,

4
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however, the rural community will aceept the leadership of
an educational officer in civic affairs but'only after he
has been in the community for several yeags. Infact,
colllege leaders, unless they are native to the,agea, have
to cultivate friendships and.exercise'care not to be viewed
as an out -. de agitator who doesn't understand the community:

-11-i "town- gown" syndrome is accentuated in the rural set -

9

o
. Leadership Training

Leadership training fdr, rural college ed4dators is
essential if they,are to have'an impact On their respective 0
communities. The training should include knowledge of their
field of expertise, knowledge of the rural lifestyle and
trends,skills in human relationships/ the ability to think
and reason clearly And promptly, and patience to work with
rather than fOr the "citizenry." Community,leadership and
traini' others in the community for assuming responsibility '4
are excellent change elements. Community Action and HEW
Projects in rural two year colleges- have trained volunteers
for all areas of civic action.1 Senior citizens,. disadvan-'
taged, handicapped,)and other person's that require citizen

,\action,for'assistlance in rural communities are served by
leadership training. Old patternd of independence and
ignorance of basic ipman needs have been attacked:through
leadership training as a change techmique.

Demonstration Projects"
o

1

. A - -. .'
*

.

Demons a ion, programs that are designed to fit the
,

particular c acteristics offrural living are'another e e-
ment in change strategies. Extension agents-have employed.
.thit technique for 'half a century and can be "credited with ,

major.advancemehts in rural development. `The `introduction- le

of electrifica-Lon,'scient4icfarming,A e safety, techno- .

logical time-saving devices, and bett9rnTritipn are .

, .

*advancements that'extension agents have. made in)rural areas.
Their success cam be attrlbu ed iri 14rge 'measure-to their

year colleges, programr.must e desiikied that utilize the
demonstration method of intro ucing*change. In rural two,.

,

change:techniques,developed by ,extension agents. The
experience of ai' college provides an,example oihe applica-m

:tion of the methodology of the rural extension agent..-.
9.

.Ferrum Coklege, a rural two=year college, minitiated 4
:.

. pilot project "or an elementary recr,eati,on program its Franklin'
County where Board of Supervisors:had .negected its -.\ ,

1,... resgonsibili for that service. Using the extension agent
approach of working with the youth and interested, adults, the
college leaders organiied a demonstr.ition program in compe.ti-,7:.
tive sports.' Within 'two years, the county had hired-a full- .-



time director to assume responsibility for the program and
to offer the service to the entire community. In thenext

o- four years, the program grew rapidly, but was limited in
&scope to only competitive athletics for youths. Once again,

the College leaders offered a demonstration project in arts
and,crafts fdrLchildreh and senior Citizens. A new recrea

tion commission hasalready been appointed by the County
Board of Supervisors and has budget requests and plans for
dispersed centers for teaching creative crafts to all groups.

At every stage of the program's development .evllege personnel

have provided leadership and leadership training for commun-

ity-persons. The college not.only developed the demonstra7-
tion program, but also designed it to be phased inta-a-dom-
munity operated project. Also, college personnel continue
to,provide consultative assistance for improving the program.

Transportation

Transportation has slowed progress in rural areas
because distance and time involved in travel prevent concen-
tration of population-and efforts to resolve problems. How-

-- ever, excellent change agents for rural areas have been
produced through the unique approaches to improving travel
and its related ptoblems: One rural community colle0
UtilizeST-Mbbile learning labs-for its students so'that'fhe
hours- spent in tranSit to and from college can te productive.

Sev,eralferms-of media-inclue4;4g,audickapes, videotapes, films,
and printed materials are available op the specially designed

Mobile units. The improved automobile and highways have
al- ready aided-in-the transformation of many isolated- rural

communities:_ Yet, many chalkenges and opportunities lay _

ahead in the-area_of.transportati9n for rural_ateas.,_ In fact,

this frontier will provide fertile_groUneFfbr the developMent
-z--6-f--Change--teehniques for many yearg--7tp come. ---

_Culture and Flkli-fe,

-The cultUre a-iiiii-folrural communities provide '

mean% gfui insights into chant -techniques _and creates-

mosphere.for understanding t:he'±cal.itg.,-pationthat,hcis-
Occurred in' the l-ast half-centuryt :ThefortS of -'one
colle4e to*preserve-a-nd study-the folklore;,and.folkiile
atxural section in :the Old Dominign-have generated.pgreat-"
enthusiasm. -fate colleg4 -has begun-a progr41,cif'do.Umning'
the past culture through pliht, photo, video-c-tape.; ax5d a

.living museum. In one festival,approxkmat41.4-10,090,§erSianS,
came to the campus to see demonstratiOns6Clolk.arts,,crafts;
and life styles onceprevalentirithe Bflie Riaqe:,Mountains of

Virginia. :The change tedhniquRS invoIvedrin.this OXperience
center on broadening cultural awareness and C,Ommiglityeduca-

tion. ,-The recent popularity and--interest in dOlkTOre'has
. ,
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:opn9d avenues of cooperation between this college and local
' 'citizenithever before believed possible.

-Tbysicai Facilities and Utilization

The desig.. and-utilization of physical facilities at
rural two year ()lieges can be a resource for change. The
Grange movement and Farmers Alliances of the late nineteenth
century proved that the lodge or a social gathering, place
opened avenues of change. If this change technique is to be

the structure and utilization plan must go beyond the
normal cIti.ssroom'--setting and incorporate a broader community
concept. The,interactioh of isolated individuals made pos-
sible by a social center often produces very,creative tenden-
bras and impulses. _ Thus, the appropriate use of physical
_facilities holds great potential as a change technique in
rural ,coMmunities.

Comm nicaXion Tools

Radios and televisXons are as prelYalent in' rural areas
as ;they are in urban ar#as. The current effOrts to develop
change techniques using,-,these media. at the ,institutional
-level are limited. Some programming stations and a
few smalt stations do p'rovide mean-incifa-service, but costs
prohibit educational 14tity.tions in rural areas from broad
use of this influential(hahge agent. However, if the
collegooPtVraF6WeTaletWith- private industry and government,
this. tool for education and change could touch many lives in
rural areas. Two-year-college administrators must utilize
every communication channel available if their programs are
to reach and to have a meapingful impact on the sparsely
'settled population of rural society.

Management and Planning

..Administrators in rural two-year colleges must be.
ex'emplary models in the communities for development and
implementation of management and planning systems. he

,>
college example has often times influenced the secondary'and
elementary/leVels of education, other social organizations,
political processes, and life patterns of individuals who
aspire.to higher social levels. Modern planning and manage-
ment,Systems such as PPBS, comPuter-sharing operations,
managepent by objectives, and technical assistance consul-
tants,can be introduced into many rural sqcieties through
'coljege programs. ,

-
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Change Elements that Utilize Resources'
Within the Rural Community -'

Rural Development CoMmi-ssiOnSt

Many states have created rural development commissions
to research, study, identify problems, and recommend policy
for bringing about constructive change. This writer has
studied carefully one such commistion report, the 1970
Report of the Rural Affairs Study Commission for Virginia.
A task force of legislators, consultants, and professional
researchers spent two years on the project with about two
man months of professional time being allocated to each of
the following twelve subjects: jobs and. business opportuni-
ties; education; health care; government structure; rural
industries; housing; transportation and communication;
power and fuel; banking natural resources; recreation and
cultural opportunities. The workshops, seminars, confer-
ences, and public hearings held throughout rural Virginia
opened many avenues for creative thought and change. This
type of community involvement in identification of problems
and consensus policymaking is an excellent change element.
Rural two-year colleges should provide leadership in this
type of endeavor and build up on the knowledge gained to
assiSt'in the implementation process.

The Appalachian Regional. Commission is an example of a
broader planning and action-oriented body. This commission
has had a major impact on 'the people of Appalachia by bringing
attention to needs and assets of this part of rural America.
Transportation, communication, education, industrial develop-
ment, health care, and recreational activities have been
expanded in the region-through the coordinated efforts made
Possible by the commission. Two-year college administrators
must be involved in this type of activity whenever possible,
but they especially should4 apply their energies to the
implementation of programs recommended by the commission.
New revenues and public support usually follow commission
actions andthereby enable.changes toibe implemented.

- .

Extension Agencies

Agricultural stabilization; 4-H Clubs, home extension,
cooperatives, an water control boards have aided in trans-
forming rural erica in the last century. Their methods
and Style of b inging about change are well known and docu-
mented throug the work of the land-grant colleges. The
extension agent performs his work with a comprehensive ap-'
proach to particular problems in community development. He
attempts to convince the community that he can ameliorate a
bad condition and relieves burdens through the knowledge he
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has to offer. He seeks a large measure of volunteerism
and self -help, as he works with groups or individuals. He,
acts as a catalyst for self discovery and allowsedemonstra-
tion technitides to prove his arguments. He attempts to
advance the concept that the expanded knowledge and result-
ing success brings sacrifice in other areas; for example,
increasedearnings or production means less-crop support or
increased taxes. Rural two-year collg-ge leaders need to
study carefully the extension agent moael.in order to pos-
sibly relate it to their particdlar experience.

Civic and Political Structures

Although boards of supervisors, town councils,, and
school boards are normally viewed as defenders of the "status-
quo", tlieir roles in rural society offer much potential for
change. Essential services require close cooperation between
county or town officials and college personnel because of
revenues, water-sewage and garbage services, police and fire
protection, and assistance on transportation and communica-1
tion., Thds, the higher levels of education and expertise
supplied by 'college personnel can have a significant impact
if it is accepted in the community. College leaders can
often gain .positions on major councils or boards, but equally
important or greater contributions can be made through con-
sultant assistance to these bodies. Social and civic strut-

. tures such as churches, guilds, chamber of cOmmerces, cooper-
atives, and county fairs are excellent organizations in which
to intruduce new concepts, innovations; and knowledge for
dissemination to the larger public. Rural'two=year colleges
have many opportunits to provide programs, demonstrations,
performances, and consultants for these activities. The
potential fot bringing about change is limited only by the
imagination and energy of the participants..

01.

School, Consolidation and Desegregation

An example of forced change and the resulting baCklash
of reaction and intrascience can be observed in the school
consolidation and desegregation movements. The charged
atmosphere that has surrounded, both of these actions prevented
many of the normal processes in evolutionaTy change from
occurring. Consolidation has had the effect of diminishing-
the-importance of the local schdol in a small community and
has added to the urban migration syndrome: However, desegre-
gation has prOduced.fewer problems-in 'rural areas than urban
ones, mainly because transportation has always been a major
financial and time consuming burden. Many rural communities
have had less busing after integrating their'schools than

. they did before the 1954 court action.' "
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A vacuum has been in many small communities
by the loss of local schools and by changes required to
satisfy desegregation guidelines. New change techniques
should be developed in two-year colleges in order to .pro-
vide communities with new Social centers, clearing houses
for activities, and a new focus for community affairs.
Rural two-year colleges must aid in the development of
these change elements in order to assist with the after
effects of con4Pliaation and desegregation.

Change Elements That Utilize The Resources
of Urban Society

Educational T.V.

Rural students attending institutions that have a
less extensive curriculum and fewer professors stand to
benefit more from the offerings of educational T.V. than
urban ones. Television can be an important teaching re-
source for both the home and classroom. Yet, this impor-
tant media is not universally available to rural areas.
In fact, in Virginia, as late as 1972, two sections of the
state (Southwest and Eastern Shore) did not have educational
television and approximately eight other counties were-not
reached.7 Although most of these areas now have access to
educational T.V., it is very limited and used infrequently.
The potential of educational television programming as a
change technique has been documented on several occasions.
One excellent example is the success of the well-known
Sesame Street series.

In Wisconsin, Project RFD (Rural Family Development)
offers a delivery package of television, honiestudy materials,
toll free telephone problem so ving device, and home visi-
tation in an effort to overcom rural illiteracy and absence
of higher learning opportuniti s.' This approach helps td
overcome the social stigma o admitting illiteracy; proyides
motivation through the "back door" approach to educatidn
(interest building before substance offering); and packages
a very effective delivery system. Other rural two - year
colleges need to expand their use of educational television.
asa learning resource and change technique.

State and Regional Planning 4

Federal and state governments have recently initiated
or required regional planning programs and coordination of
related activities which'utilize tax revenues. Several
areas of potential change that two-year college administra-
tors should observe carefullT:and become involved in whenever
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possible are: (1) regional planning districts with emphasis
on lan se, water and sewer, polic6 and fire protection,
and ot 1 r essential services; (2) regionalhealth units that
bring together expertise and resources unavailable in dis-

persed centers; (3) educational coordinating and control
bodies for all levels of public eduLtiora.; (4) transporta-
tion systems that bring together federal and local dollars
fof. large construction projects; and (5) cultural arts per-
forming groups and programs tAt are currently having finan-
cial difficulties are being reorganizedintc-aubsidized.
touring troupes. Each of these external forces will provide
many. opportunities for the development of change techniques
to assist the general populaoe in adcepting the new require-
ments and opportunities imposed by government.

Federal Funds and Regulation

Federal involifement in the day-to-day lives of citizens
and institutions has increased dramatically in the last half-

"century. With the federal tax dollars distributed to many
different communities in rural America have come regillations
and guidelines for development of programs. The change
element of federal involvement whether from finances or
direct intervention has played a significant role in the
country., it is possible to use federal "seed money" or
shared revenues as a very effective change technique. 140w-

ever, many unknqwn qualifications and restrictions on the
use or-the funds'have treated greater change than the inno-
vators envisioned. .Therefore, college administrators can
assist by,exerciting care to be sure that thWe planned changes
do occur witho4.t' serious negative side effects. The same
danger is inherent in any change environment and needs to be
evaluated carefully. Rural two-year colleges have excellent
-opportunities to. attract federal-"seed money" for commtni,ty
and educational development. Administrators should not
neglect these important change techniques as they pursue
different alternatives. for institutional advancement.

Summary,

The major,thesis of this'paper is built on the assump-
tion that'planned change and creative response to evolution-
ary ocial change are both possible and desirable. Planned
change involves goal setting, action planning, actibn taking,
and evaluation,. ThiS processToriented"view of change makes
possible careful study of community needs and ways to achieve
desired goals. Planned change involves more than thbory
since applicationo and understanding of desired ends determine
results.

Individuals who foster change must be perceptive to the
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history and current needs of his constituency. If one. is

to be an innovator, he must take chances and not fear

failure. He must also comprehend the extent and nature of

resources at his disposal for creating change. Such
resources are available at personal, institutional,local,'
and national levels of responsibility.

Equally important to the study of process-oriented
change is the creative response to evolutionary change.
The-brief descriptions Of the reality of this type of alter-

ation in rural lifestyles and values high*ights the 6eces-
sity of responding creatively. More lasting results are
°often achieved through this type, of change technique or
strategy than throu4 process-oliented change. The act of
a rural college elevating the educational level of a com-
munity exemplifies the potential for change in this latter,:
category.

Rural two-year colleges are located in areas of the,
country with the greatest potential for change in the next
fifty years. One national study on attitudes toward rural-
urbar0America may be summatized 'as follows:

a. Rural man prefers toliyeewhere he is, but believes
cities offer greater edemoidicopportunity.

b. Only 15% of the population surveyed (rural and urban)
preferred large cities to rural areas.

c. Three out of fOur rural Americans were happy with
their/current lifestyle while only one in four
urbanites expressed satisfaction wi.th urban America.
91% of the interviewees believed small. towns were .

the best location to raise children.9,

The author's conclusion to these insights into attitudes
about rural America indicates that if rural areas were to -

offer economic, health, and educational advantages relatively
equal to urban areas and if rural residents had equality of
access to such services, then the depopulation,of rural.
America would cease. These tasks offer enough "food for
thought" for change strategies through rural two-year col-
leges for.sseveras1 decades` in the future.

This writer predicts an increasing pace in the movement
back to rural areas in the next half-century. If this pre-
4iction.holds true; the changes in' the progress to upgrade
the quality of life of rural America will have to be accele-:
rated to a pace th'at will transform:rural living. Just as
1975'rural America more closely resembles urban life tan
it does 1925 rural U.S.A., lifestyles a half-century from
now will be similarly transformed. JUsti,ce Oliver Wendell
Holmes expressed my sentiment on the holes and manner for
these constructive changes to occur: "The mode

1

through
which the inevitable comes to pass is effort.".
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CURRICULUM\ REFORM IN RURAL COLLEGES

Thank you. It'll e a lot easier five minutes from
now to tell you how happ I am to be-here -- the, fact is,,I
am never happy' to be mak ng,a speech for tire first five
minutes. Then I kind of settle in and get with it and
enjoy the whole thing. That's my style. That's part of my
identity.

And that's what I want to talk with you about today
IDENTITY. In order to talk about curriculum reform, we
have to be aware that we reform = RE-FORM - for reason --
for need -- not for the sake of reform alone.

Let me lay a little groundwork here. Most of you
don't know me, so I'll tell you that my background includes
about equal measures of instruction, curriculum development, ,

learning resources, and staff development. I take a very
comprehensive view- f curricular problems and see all kindg
of interrelationships regarding them within the community
college structure. I've been in the university setting for.
a year and a half, and I don't feel comfortable with it, yet.
I come out of the small private college and the community
college field, and a large university seems more cumbersome
and less' focUseid than a community college, somehow.

Universities haye their problems with curriculum,
=t oo, and I'm right in the middle Of that here. To illus-,
trate how aware of this I am, let me t11 you this little
story: It seems that there was this tribe of.natives
living in the jungle, and their king had served them well
for almost 50 years. Some of,his advisors got together
and decided they wanted to do something special to honor
.himon that 50th anniversary. They put their heads to-
gether and thought and discussed and finally one'of gem
spied the king's old throne in the corner of the grass hilt
that served as the council chamber. "Ah ha!" he said, and
cin the spot they decided to build the king a new throne! ,

56 they cut down bamboo, lashed it together.with grasses,
sent their fastest runner to the nearest trading-'-post to
barter for gilt paint, and generally did a beakful job
of creating this new arone. 'Tpe big. day came, and the
gift was brought in to the king,'andjie was delighted:. But
then he said, "Now what will I do with my old throne? 'I've

sat on itfor 50 years, and my father before me,and his
father before 'him. I can't just discard it." So he decided

1191(W
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to use the new and store the old: Quickly his counselors
braided grasses into ropes and rigged up a kind of pulley
situation, and the,old throne was lifted up into place in
the tall ceiling of the. grass but and stored there. Noi#

time passed, and the damp climate of the area being what it
was, eventually the grasses became damp and began to wear
through, and ,one day when the king was seated on his new
throne, .the grass rope broketand the old throne dame tum- 4 .
bling down on the king's head and killed him:` Now the
moral of the story is: people who live in grass houses
shouldn't stow thrones!

Now, folks, that will be my one "joke" of the day,
because I'm a punster, and I can guarantee that the level
of humor will only get worse!, But professionally speaking,
at the university we're living in a grass houses and it
isn't-only the rural college that could be looking at
curriculum reform! Nevertheless, that is our topic today.

Let's see if we can think of a reason or two for
curriculum reform: how aboUt serving the needs or the .

community and student population, for one? How about
institutional survival tor another? How about educatiOnal
accountability?

There is very little I can say about curriculum
reform in rural colleges that would be different from'('
curriculum reform in any college, I see it as something
we all do, healthily and periodically. If you feel an
imperative now, well join the 4roup! Sometimes reform
comes about through financial crisis, sometimes_ through
studentunrest and criticism, sometimes through professional
leadership or self-study. Self-study May be the most
valuable technique we have access"to.

I ran into a wonderful Ohrase recently, aid it sums
up a lot of what my philosophic concerns lead.me into:
'That phrase is VALIDITY OF SELF. Student personnel types
will say, "Of course, that's what life is all about! The
humanists in education will ;ay, "That's what education is
all about." My'context comes frqp a spiritual search, but
that is by the by. What is primary is that the search for'
self, the validation of self, is a fascinating drive we
all (share. We all search for identity.

Moving that from the petsonal level, let us see if
that canobe applied on an institutional level. Could We say
that an institution has an identity? ('Don't let me lose you;
I'll tie this in with curriculum in a minute!) Is there
such a thing as institutional identity? If someone said to'
,you, "In 200 words or less (1 typewritten page), escribe
your institution t me. Tell me what flavor of its own it

'has. What killd of a community does it'serve? What kind of
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needs are you attempting to meet? Where do yourgraduates
go when they leave, you? Generally,describe your,faculcty."

Qne instikution might describe itself as essentially
conservative with a rather traditional faculty and a rather
conservative town of citizens. MoSt.480%) of its students
have immediate plans to o on to a senior university ;-,only
20% expect to study in vo aticmal-techni hl program. Whafi,

kind of curriculum would you anticipat that-institution
would have? What kind ofistrategles f instruction might

. ,be used? We could all make educated guesses, right or
wrong, but if that ipst.itution is realistic'about itself,

... its curriculum probably matches its identity. Take an
optiosite example: suppose Ihstitution #2 believes' itself
to be very student-based,-liberal, humanistic, innoatiV
Then the ident!ty of that colletge would' be reflected fits
curriculum, in all -1-i-keiihooa.

'1

-. .

That identity, that expre.ssion of purpose, that
establishment of institutional objettivesis an,'extendible k .

>
frontier.' Whoeve:r,founded the institution had a concept of
itsidentity and 'set goas and drew plans and hired a
faculty to help build that concept It, may Change or'mod-

f
ify with the years, respond or not respond to chaage, be
sensitive to its communityeor.-not- but the, curriculum
would reflect the cOncept-s ok changing concepts...An ex--1-

..... ten4ble frontier.
.

.,'

q . ,

'. 4.' e' all know about self- studies;, they are valuable_
efforts. Suppose you did a,self7study and, decided there

. were enough questions that you had'bett!ei look at the idea
ot:reform. "Try thei-terin revision, Believe me, there is no
Shotgun,preScription. ..If there is onesthingI am sure of,0
it is that we ,eahpot 1DW,helped by formUlh.- Step #1, though,

e is: identify your institution, describe it j1-1 terms of
What,yoU w rit it to be, what y9u wank' to do. Which way

i
points you Compass? What are you after?. Thete'are insti- _

tutional"g als, or institutional objctives.- In order to
set your cdTrse, you have cto 'know where you're going.

.,>
.

What ar,,, some' of the tools to help you? Contact in . .

the communiip- needs assessment, advisory involvement. --,You''
can't afford to do need's assessment? In my opinion, yoU
c.n't afford not to doet! (Sign upsome faculty in our
off- campus program, let'them be exposed to the techniques,
and letthem'Thave at it" r) Funds are tooscarce, aiid.
accountability too pressing tq ignore the value of this tool.
Advtsory groups, corl6qively; and individually, give you
good fppack, They khow the competencies needed:, They
may o#'nl,y notknow ttie processes needed to get to the com-
petencies, but they can help you set the parameters. Check
accreditation standhrds, special licensure ofteOnical

;,fields'. Check the speciai exPertise of your faculty; get
,

ft
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. them involved. -THESE ARE.PROCSSES.

.

Every program,'every course should hive rhyme and
reason for being. What courses or experiences make up your
general-education.program? Can you justify' all of them?
Does their inclusion lead you tcward your institutional
goals? Are there gaps ?. Are the courses there because they
are traditional? Do th4y reflect a good-balance between
historical base and current trends? Can you analyze each-
special program the same way? In short, are you, meeting
the needs of the community in general, and.of individuals
specificilly? Who helps you analyze this? Your faculty,
your advisory groups, the students. THIS IS ALL CONTENT.
You reach outward-and you reach'inward.

Now, curriculum is no island to itself. It affects,
and is affected byevery other aspect of the educational'
structure - from the po4cy level to 'the financing level;
spaces and facilitiesliave to be counted. in; media support
services, counseling services, career advisement, clerical
and duplication..assistance, the students - count them all
in.

Probably the most crucial elements of all are the
faculty. Faculty morale and motivation play a'bigpirt.
Their educational backgrouhd; their teaching and management
skills; their,flexibilfty and adaptability -or degrees of
openness; their commitment to the job, to the students, to
a community college philosophy; their perceptions.of them-
selves and their roles - all these combihe to create a
climate for facLlitation or innovation, or the opposite:

Staff development may be the secret to viable cur-
riculum reform. What gives you your impetus?.N-Student
population growth or steady state or regression? Changing _..

community needs? The push far accountability? Faculty and
-staff willingness and readiness; skill and ability may make
.All the difference in the world. Can your faculty and
staff identify problems, assess them with some dgaiee of
Objectivity, and plan comprehensively accordingly. Can
they imaginatively create options and alternatives.? ;.Can
they set objectives? Can they provide alternative strategies

. and paths? Do they make goo4 use of materials and facilities?
Do they know how to measure and evaluate? Are they trans-
actional with their colleagues and their students? Arelhey
sensitive to needs of the content area, to Student needs, to
institutional goals? All these items play a part in.curric-,
41um. It is hard to say where curriculum leaves off and
instruction begins, but the'se items are all attitudes and
skill's that can be fostered. In addition, had I time, I,
could talk about behavioral or instructional objectives,-
criterion-referenced evaluation, competency statement writ-
ipgs, cognitive style --.- all those are related to attitudes
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and understandings and,skills that can come oft of staff
development, and ar,e-,not necessarily that hard to learn,
when personnel,are motNated.

I become very hopeful and excited when I see-what --
exposure tO concepts like Michigan's Dr. Joseph Hill's-
Educational Sciences (Cognitive Style) or Dr. James
Mckolland's Human Potential Seminars. can do - for fac4lty,
or studentS, for instructional programs. Dr. Hill's wi".7iI-

with cognitive style giVes us a research base, a common
terminology, and real understandings, skills, and strategies
that go alavog with HOW PEOPLE LEARN. Can you imagine the
impact of that on the education world? ,Some people think
that knowledge and content is our business, but I firmly
believe that facilitating th learning process is our pri-
mary business because knowledge and content can grow or be
modified. I would loge to share more of this with you,,
but that is a whole speech or a whole institute of its own!
Then Dr. McHolland and his associates' work with the Human
Potential gives us 'clues and skills in working with people
to create empathy and-raise self-concept. Put the two to-
gether and you have an important combination: self-knowledge
concerning learning and good, realistic self-concept! The
instructor who knows how to manage and facilitate those two
areas would really enjoy dealing with curriculum.

If you look at all the factors I have just mentioned,
and add in other staff development aspects such as irf=,service
courses and shared workshops taught by peets who have special
expertise, you realize that I aM'discusing the secret ingre-
dients to .produce active, well-motivated faculty to deal with
curriculum -- and those secret ingredients dre INVOLVEMENT
and RELEVANCE.

Now, there is no doubt in my mind that small colleges
and rural colleges do have special curriculum problems, but
so do large collegeS and-urban colleges. Central to all
these problems, not counting the external, financial problems,.
these two items emerge as the greatest: '(1),The need to
establish identity. Know who you are and' who you want to be,
as an institution, ,then set those goals anddo not try:to be
all, pings. Be cohesive about:your planning and systematic
about moving toward your. objectives, basing yObr decisions
on .the test_infolmation and the best advisement you can get. ,

(2) 'Staff development. Learn to be self-assessors and pro-
blem7s01aers.2-Design your curriculum based on need and get
the Mos'I-.mileage you can byji,eing coordinating, flexible,
imaginative, accountable, and respohsible._ Get your faculty
involved.

It.is-ffiy conviction 'that the institution that tends to
these:twa greatest probleMs -- with any kind of responsible
adrrOistration at all ---will' a,cohesive.institution, a
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facilitating institution; a-'1UManistic institution, and a
_ ,

' financially healthy institution; one not in upheaval be-
cause of collective bargaining or faculty/student unrest;
one that moves with the times. -I do not mean to be sim-
pli'sticabout_it, because I am only too aware of the
complexities.

We say we need a nation of people who can think for
themselves and be responsible. That's really what I am
suggesting for our institutions and our faculties. Small
colleges need this most of all because of the limitations
Set.on_thethr,in=terms-of finances, space, and size of staff.
-Back to'l.de9fity is how you ieve it, and all of
is seek-it. All -6-Cus are seekers, or we wouldn't be here,-'
locking...for-new clues, new answers, new insights. I may.
not-haLve brought any of those to you, ut from thy perspec-
tive, I have shared with you my practical philosophy. I

am convinced that an-institution that realistically knows
itself, sets goals, provides for professional confidence
and backing and training creates an atmosphere or a climate
that-is self-generating, self motivating, self-renewing And
aware. And I can't think of.a better combination, to face ,

whatever curricular problems we confront.

Thank you.
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OUTLINE OF WORK SESSIONS
FOR FIRST GROUP

Problem/Issue #1: 4 ,

Understaffing in the Small, Rural Community College

1. What is the nature of the problem?

Ways of resolving understaffing.

2. What would be the most desirable solution/situation?

a. Increase in funds.
14o. Change in staffing _patterns.
c. Use of volunteerism.
d. Need for state to perceive need for different

staffing patterns.

3. What are the obstacles in reaching the desired solution/
situation?

a. Economic patterns.
b. Inflated job requirements.
c. Statewide determination of staffing patterns.

4. What are the means of overcoming the obstacles?

The group was unable to identify specific means for over-
coming the obstacles.

Problem/Issue #2:
Entry Levels of Students

1. What is the nature of the problem?

Variety of entry levels of tudents into the community
college.

2. What would be the most desirable solution/situation?

Remediation by the use of the Learning Resource Centers
,with appropriate materials.
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3. What are the obstacles in reaching the des ed solUtion/
situation?

a. Student attitude (stigma)
b. Appropriate instructional materials
c. Instructional time

4. What.are.the means for overcoming the obs acles?

Continuous entry for those needing remed I work.

Problem/Issue #3:
Faculty and Staff Development

1. What is the nature of the problem?

Insufficient funds fOr the purpose of faculty and staff'
development.

2. What would be the most desirable solution/situation?

.

a. Setting aside budget allowances.
b. Identifying areas needing attention.
c. Making opportunities available to attend/hold instruc-

tional clinics.
d. Making provisions for a college-wide faculty-staff

development group.
'

.3. What are the obstacles in reaching the desired solution/
situation?

a. State and/or local budgetary limitations
b. Attitude of some faculty and adminiStration
c. Non-recognition of differences between large and

small institutions

4. What are the means for overcoming the obstacles?

Time, effort, energy, and money.
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OUTLINE OF WORK SESSIONS
FOR SECOND GROUP

Problem/Issue #1:
Stigma of Being "Rural" in Attitudes of People

1 What is the nature of the problem?

The Stigma attached to the rural community college in the
attitudes of citizens, teachers, high' school studentS,
and potential faculty and staff members.

2. What would be the most desirable solution/Situation?

To develop a sense of pride and feeling that the college
is a part of the community -- the college should be an
integral part of the community'and provide programs and
services to all members of the'community.

3. Wha.a are the obstacles in reaching the desired solution/
situation?

a. Lack-of interaction betw en the college and the com-
munity. .

b. Lack of articulation of rograms and services to
high school students.

c. Lack of leadership in the college to, provide a corri-,
munity-wide image based upon sound public relations.

d. Lack of educating the community as to advantages of
rural living.

4. What are the means for overcoming, the obstacles?

a. The college should develop comprehensive programs to
provide a wide variety of services to the community.

b. The college should involve advisory groups and citi-
zen participation in the planning and operation of
the college.

c. A continuous public relations program should be deve-
loped. The more the college can involve the com-
munity in its programs the more the community will
develop a feeling for the college.

d. Faculty should be selected and oriented to the advan-
tages of working in a rural community college.
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Problem/Issue #2:
Faculty & Staff Commitment to a Comprehensive

Community College Program

1. What is the nature of the problem? ,

To recruit and orient faculty who are committed to the
comprehensive community college philosophy.

s

2. What would be the most desirable solution/situation?

To have faculty & staff which have been adequately pre-
pared in gi"aduate schbol to accept the role anerespon-

, sibility for providing a comprehensive program .in the
community college.

3. What4re the obstacles in reaching the desired solution/
ituation?

. Lack of adequate professional training for community .

college teachers.
Too many faculty and staff with traditional ideas
of education.
Unwillingness on part of many faculty to assume the,
extra workload and responsibility necessary to have
comprehensive program in small rural community col-
lege.

4. 'Wh t are the means for coming the obstacles?.

a. Faculty and staff members should be recruited, hired,
and oriented for the role and responsibilities neces-
sary for a rural community college.

b. All faculty and staff members should be involved in
determining the goals and objectives for the college.

c. Full utilization should 1pe made of faculty workshops
and in-service training programs at the college.

d. Faculty_meMbers should be.tenured'only when they have
emonstrated an understanding and commitment to the
omprehenSive small rural community college.

Problem/Issue #3:
ram Development in the Communit Colle e

1. What is the nature of the problem?

Lack of adequate remedial, vocationalr.bccupational, and
caree programs in small rural community colleges, partic-
ularly in small-rural transfer oriented community colleges..
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2. What would be the most desirable solution /situation?

To develop a comprehensive program that would prow
an opportunity for students to pursue a program c`f-'

education based upon their interests, abilities, and-
the career opportunities available upon completion of
the program of study.

3. What are the obstacles in reaching the desired solution/.

situation?

a.' Lack of adequate funding and sufficient number of
students in.a comprehensive program.

b. Lack of ample local career Apportunities.
c. Lack of adequate transportaton and residence facili-

ties-for students.
d. Lack of adequately.trained staff to provide coMpre-

hensive:program.

4. What are the means for overcoming the obstacles?

a. Develop portable lab facilities that can be used in
various locations.

b. Develop regional programs with other institutions
and provide transportation and residence facilities.

c. Use flexible scheduling and.,base course completion
upon competency in course.

d. Provide adequate student personnel services in order
to assist students in selecting suitable caree pro-

.grams.
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OUTLINE OF WORK SESSIONS
FOR THIp GROUP

Problem/Issue. #1:
What Techniques and Strategies are Employed to Maximize

Staffing Patterns with Shifting Enrollment Patterns?

1. What is the nature of the problem?
4y.

RufWcommunity colleges are confronted with 4 ,challenge
to maximize staff utilization Which is made thbre
cult as a result of shifting enrollinentpatterns. Due
td the small number of full-time.staff,lat rural community
,colleges, broad. preparation rather than spedialization
has always been desirable. However, with the current
dramatic shifts in enrollthent patterns'; strategies in
'addition to broad prdparation-of,fatulty nemb6rs must be
employed if staff utilization is to be,maximized.

2. What would be the most desirabl lution?
ry

The most desirable solution to this,problem wouldbe to
develop strategies which would enable an institution to
increase or .decrease the size of the teaching staff
depending upon student enrollment demands. In order to
maximize teaching efficiency, the college would need to
have the ability to increase and decrease teaching capac-
ity at the beginning of each enro11ment period. However,
it is essential that the quality of the-instructional
program should not be sacrificed for flexibility in staf-
fing.

3. What are'the obstacles in reaching the 'desired solution?

There are a number of obstacles which, tend td deter flex-
ibility'in changing the instructional capacity of a rural
college. The following list identifies some common exam-
ples of these obstacles:

ti

a. Some disciplines are taught by'a single faculty member.
Therefore, if that faculty raember.isreleased, there
is no one remaining who is qualified,to teach courses
within the discipline. For example, if a colldge has
only one person teaching in the fieid ofzchemistry, a

!reduction in the chemistry teaching staff"would delete

132 11,8
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chemistry.
b. Many rural colleges do not have a large pool-Of

qualified part-time faculty from which to draw.
c. Many colleges have a high ratio full-time to part-

time teaching faculty.
44, A large ,proportion of the faculty are trained in a
'I.r single discipline.

4. What are the means,for overcoming the obstacles?'

Although there are a number of'obstacles which tend to,
minimize the flexibility ,of an institution wi...511 reference
to efficient staffing, there are some strategies which
can be utilized to Increase flexibility. The strategies
are of two types -- those which give a college the
ability to meet increasing enrollment demands and those
whith assist a college when enrollment demands are
decreasing. The following list includes sdmetechniques
which provide a college with the potential to respond to
changing student demands: ;

a. Design a faculty development .program which provides
"cross-training" to enable a faculty. member to teach
in two or more disciplines.

b. DeNAfop a staffing pattern which utilizes a small
'nucleus of full-time teachers and provides for
increasing student demands with part-time instructors.
A concomitant. commitment with this strategy is to
evaluate carefully the.instruction.provided by part-
time facult' members.

c. Utilize full-time faculty members to develop com-
munity services programs"when.traditiorol teaching
loacls drop below a,full-time level.

d. Develop arrangements with universities to provide,
instruction through utilization of interns.

e. Utilize faculty members with less than a full-time
load to develop federal projects. This approach has
been utilized successfully to offset problems gener-
ated by declining and/or shifting enrollment patterns:!-,

In .summary, caution should be exercised wheri,increasing
the full-time staff of an' institution. When an'inStitu-
tion increases the full-tiole teaching staff, it relin-
quishes some-flexIbility in responding to enrollment
shifts or declines. However, when full-time instructors'
are employed,, ability to teach in two or more areas should
be a high priofity for selection. /Full -time faculty who
have a narrow and highly specialized teaching capability
should be provided with, an opportunity to develop addition-

al teaching capabilities. Finally, increased utilization
of part-timefaculty shoUld be considered in order to
respond to rapid increases in enrollment demands.
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Pfoblem/Issue #2:
Community Services/Continuing Education Programs:
,How Do You Begin; How Do You Recruit Students;

How Do You Evaluate Quality?
,

1. .What'is the nature of the problem?

In order to design and implement a successful community'
services program in a rural community college, three
key factors are essential ingrediehts. First, a very
broad philosophy shOuld be developed which does not
restrict the development of a comprehensive program.
For example, the ,philosophy should include'the ability
to providetservices which are not strictly instruc-
tional in nature. Secondly, there should be a strong
and positive commitment for developing the program. It
should be understood, by the college staff and the com-
munity that the community services program is as impor-
tant as the transfer program of the institution.
Fifially, :there should be an Ongoing assessment of the
needs of the various groups of indivicluals,aithin the
communities to be served. ,

2. What would be the most desirable solution?

The most desired solution for designing and implement-
ing a community.services program would be to have: (a)

a comprehensive and well understood philosophy, (b) a
comprehepsive assessment of the needsof the commun-
ities, (c) and adequate resourcesto meet the needs cf
the communities.

3. What are the obstacles in reaching the desired glolu7
tion?

The two most common and difficul obstacles in the
development of a community servi es program at a rural
college are: (2) a lack of understanding of the nature
and purposeS of the program, and (b), a lack bf funds to
support the program.

4. What are the means for overcoming thd obstacles?

To initiate and develop a viable comprehensive program
of community services, a number of strategies can be
utilized. Many of the techniques are easy and.inex-
.pensive to implement. All of these strategies have
been utilized by some rural colleges to develop and
provide services to citizens within their districts.
They are as follows:
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,a. An individual should be, identified by the college

president who has overall responsibility for-the

development of community services. This individual

could.have additional responsibilities, as necessary.

b. A broad philosophicalstatement which explains the

nature of the program should be developed and pub-

A.icized.- This statement should be understood ,by the

college staff and by other community leaders.

c. The president uld emphasize that each emPli.oyee of

the college ha a commitment to provide services to

the community.
d.----Each staff member of the college should develop'a

personal list of community service capabilities which'''

is filed With the dirabtor of the program. This list

would provide the director with rapid access to the
expertise needed to fill many of the needs and re-

quests of the community.
e.° The direcbr should visit a number of)colleges which

have successful programs operating. Many techniques

which are operational at one institution can be imple-

%ented by another college with little if any modifi-

cation.
f. The director should spend a significant amount of

time with various community agencies, civic groups,

and special interest groups. The contacts with these

groups can 'provide information relative to Compunity

needs. Also, the contacts often provide individdals

with expertise to provide community services.

g. The director Should develop a lift of individuals
from the community who can provide expertise to assist

'in serving the community. Many business and profes-

sional leaders will assist in special projects without 1,

charge to the community.
h. The, direCtor should develop a working relationship

with universities and state agencies which often pro-

vide assistance to communities at no charge to the

. institution.
i. The diredtor Should also seek to provide services

which are- of a cultural or entertaInffient nature.

There are often federal, state or community sources
of funds to assist in providing these types of activ-

ities.
j. A record of individual and group requests for services

should be developed. These requests indicate perceived

community needs. Also, brief questionnaires can be

utilized to elicit needs perceived by various communi-

ty groups'.
k. There should be an ongoing program of evaluation for

'community services. It should include a brief evalu-

ation by each participant. Another technique utilized

by many community,services directors is to check at-

tendance in events that occur over a period of'several h

meetings.,
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ProblAIVlssue #3: Q.1

How Does the, Rural College Successfully Competecii
Federal Funds in View of Full-time- '

Grantsmen .at Large Colleges?
II 7 3

'1. What is the nature of t he problem? p
4

Rural colleges oftenCannat affo rd to initially fund a
full-time federal grantsiban. -This makes it difficult "
for the small college to compete withlarge colleges for
federal funds.

2. What would be the most desirable solution?

There are two acceptable solutions to the problem. ,,One
is to develop'the resources to have a full-tiMe federal,
projects officer. Another solution is to have the abil-
ity' to:secure funds without a full-time officer.

3. What are the obstacles in reaching the 'desired solution?

The initial obstacles in securing federal funds are:
(a),a lack of expertise as to the sources and procedures
for obtaining funds, and (b) a lack of released-time to
learn the tedhniques for pursuing funds.

4. What are the means for overcoming the obstacles?

The following strategies can be utilized by rural colleges
to assist in improving their ability to compete forded-
eral funds:

a. -.A consortium can be formed whiph employs one full-time
4rantsman for 'several colleges. This'technique can k

..sedure a highly trained individual at a fraction of
the cost'that an individual collegwould-haveNto-pay.
However, cooperation between colleges is a)cey to the
success of any consortium arrangement.

b. An experienced grantsmen can be utilized as a consul-
tan to provide skilled assistance in developiNg pro-
posals. Some of these individuals will pLvide
assistance at no,ehafge, or wip charge ,a fee only if
the project is funded.

c Some states provide assistance.at the state level-in
developing project's. Thig is a valuable free res(Surce
for developing proposals.

d A t chnique which ha)s been utilized rather successfully
at one college' is to encourage each faculty member to
submit one 'proposal each year. This`technique has

"(several benefits. It insures involvement at the
iiistructional level., It also helps to identify indi-
vidUals who may be skilled inthis area. Those indi-
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vidu4ls can often ,be prov,ided*Wath some rel4sed
time to develop comprehepsive proposals affecting

.s e- veral instructional areas.

If the-above mentioned strateies are utilized, Most

colleges can develop the federal projects area into one
which more than pays' nor itself. -However, this could
take two or more years before Lt. is financialli5self-

sufficient. Also, some ceIlegeg-may prefer not to
develop the funding' area into a full-time commitment.

/-- The above stratetltes give those colleges some sugges-

tions as to mechanismsfor competing for, federal funds

without a full-time commitMenf.

-J
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